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infer a partner's goals and predict future actions. Effective communicators can infer the
meaning of utterances based on semantic context. This thesis introduces a computational
cognitive model of common ground called a Plan Network. A Plan Network is a
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learning of a Plan Network using a multiplayer video game, visualization of this network,
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Conversation is a collaboration. The sequence of utterances, "How are you today?" "Table for
one please," only makes sense because we understand the social and cultural context. This
verbal exchange conjures images of a greeting between a customer and an employee of a
restaurant. Taken out of context, these words appear to be a non sequitur, yet we understand
them in the context of the "script" that we've all learned through myriad trips to a restaurant.
These scripts serve as the common ground for the collaborative activity of dialogue, which
allows the two actors in the script to move jointly towards common sub-goals, which may
ultimately contribute to different role-dependent goals. In this case, the goal for the customer is
to have a nice a meal at the restaurant, while the waitresses' goal is to sell a meal at good price.
We look forward to a future where robots collaborate with humans in the home and workplace,
and virtual agents collaborate with humans in games and training simulations. A representation
of common ground for everyday scenarios is essential for these agents if they are to be effective
collaborators and communicators. Effective collaborators can infer a partner's goals and predict
future actions. Effective communicators can infer the meaning of utterances based on semantic
context. This thesis introduces a computational cognitive model of common ground called a
Plan Network. A Plan Network is a statistical model that provides representations of social
roles, object affordances, and expected patterns of behavior and language. I describe a
methodology for unsupervised learning of a Plan Network using a multiplayer video game,
visualization of this network, and evaluation of the learned model with respect to human
judgment of typical behavior. Specifically, I describe learning the Restaurant Plan Network
from data collected from over 5,000 players of an online game called The Restaurant Game.
This steak is rare. I asked for well done.
Oh, I'm so sorry. Let me get you dessert on the house.
Figure 1-1: The Restaurant Game was developed with the Torque game engine, and content from The Sims 2.
1.1 Motivation
Schank and Abelson (1977) were the first to recognize that providing machines with
representations of common ground is essential for their understanding of everyday scenarios, but
in 1977 they were ahead of their time. With the technological limits of the 1970's, they could
only provide common ground in the form of hand crafted scripts. It would be a simple enough
task to handcraft a restaurant script where a customer sits down and says "Bring me a steak", a
waitress brings a steak, and the customer pays the bill. In reality, however, there is an infinite
variety of action and dialogue sequences that take place in this scenario. There are limits to the
range of behavior that human scripters can possibly anticipate. Hand crafted scripts are brittle in
the face of unanticipated behavior, and are unlikely to cover appropriate responses for the wide
range of behaviors exhibited when players are given minimal instructions to play roles in an
open ended environment. Furthermore, scripted characters have no means of detecting unusual
behavior. Today we can do much better.
Today, there are millions of people playing video games together online. Von Ahn recognized
this potential, which he leveraged with The ESP Game (2004) to collect a large image labeling
corpus. With The Restaurant Game, I have harnessed the power of the internet to quickly
capture an identical scenario played by thousands of pairs of people. In four months, The
Restaurant Game has generated a corpus of over 5,000 examples of dramatic role-play in a
restaurant environment. Each gameplay session takes an average of 10 minutes, and consists of
about 85 physical actions and 40 lines of dialogue produced through the interaction of two
human players. It's safe to assume that any English speaking on-line game player is familiar
with the social conventions followed in a restaurant, and subconsciously maintains a script for
expected behavior in such an establishment. Over many games, we see that a Plan Network
emerges, consisting of a common collection of goals, and a variety of utterances contributing to
jointly satisfying these goals.
1.2 Learning Plan Networks
A plan refers to a sequence of actions taken to satisfy some goal. In the classical description of
logical planning found in Artificial Intelligence text books like Russell and Norvig (1995), a goal
is defined as some state of the world that an agent is trying to reach, and an action is an operation
that changes the state of the world. The restaurant scenario consists of two agents (a customer
and waitress) reaching a series of goal states. Social conventions require collaboration between
the agents to reach many of these states. The first goal state is satisfied when a customer is
sitting in a chair holding a menu. Social conventions require the waitress to show the customer
to a table, and hand him a menu. Following goal states include the customer having eaten one or
more dishes, the waitress collecting a paid bill, and the customer exiting the restaurant. A
collaborative plan is formulated by the agents to accomplish each goal, and the restaurant
scenario as a whole is accomplished through an ordered sequence of plans. The ordering of
plans is not governed by physical dependencies -- a customer could choose to pay his bill before
eating anything, however social conventions say that the waitress brings the bill after the
customer has consumed his meal.
Each play session of The Restaurant Game produces a log file containing a trace of plan
execution for the sequence of plans carried out by one pair of players. The trace provides a
perfect record of actions taken by each player, and resulting changes to the state of the world.
Since the initial state of the restaurant is the same for every game, and all state changes during
gameplay are recorded, it is possible to learn the preconditions and effects of actions from the
execution traces. Merging the execution traces from multiple gameplay sessions produces a
graph-like network of actions, linked to one another by preconditions and effects. An agent who
wishes to play one of the roles in the restaurant scenario can follow one of the paths in this
network to guide his or her actions.
From a traditional A.I. planning perspective, what is learned from the execution traces is really
an action network, because there is no explicit representation of the goals that the actors are
trying to achieve. In this work, I am making the assumption that all behavior is intentional, and
all state changes lead to a world state that is a goal or a sub-goal for the actors. In an
unsupervised system that learns solely by observing physical behavior it is not possible to
capture an actor's intentions, but by computing the frequencies of action sequences, the system
can filter out many of the world states that are unlikely to be goals of the actors. Given this
assumption of intentional behavior, what was once an execution trace for a human player now
becomes a plan to be followed by an agent. From an agent's perspective, the network of actions
is a network of potential plans, hence the name Plan Network. Merging the execution traces into
a graph of shared nodes provides agents with better coverage of the possibility space than could
be achieved by selecting any single execution trace to follow.
Each node of the learned Plan Network is a physical action taken by either the waitress or the
customer. By computing the statistics of actions taken by actors, the system learns social roles.
For example, it learns that waitresses carry food from the kitchen to tables, and customers eat
food while sitting at tables. Similarly, computing statistic of actions taken on objects allows
learning role-specific affordances of objects. Chairs and stools are for customers to sit on. Steak
and salad are carried by waitresses to tables, where they are eaten by customers. Automatically
clustering objects by affordances into concepts likefood and dirty dishes allows merging of
action nodes that refer to these objects, producing a more generalized Plan Network.
Between each pair of action nodes in the Plan Network, there is a directed edge. An edge
indicates that the system has observed one action following another. There is a probability
associated with each edge, and a probability distribution at each node over all outgoing edges.
Moving along an edge implies the passage of some amount of time, during which it is possible
that the actors engaged in dialogue. The Plan Network stores all dialogue sequences observed
between two actions with the associated edge. In effect, these dialogue sequences are clustered
and grounded by the semantic context provided by the surrounding physical actions. The Plan
Network provides a model of context that can encode different meanings of the same behavior
given the physical positions of actors, the role of the agent, and the interaction history. For
example, a waitress picking up a half-eaten steak from the table after the customer has eaten
dessert, stood up, and paid the check is different from a waitress picking up the steak while the
customer is still sitting and has just taken his first bite of steak. In the first case, the waitress is
cleaning up a dirty table after the customer finished his meal. In the second, the waitress is
probably bringing the steak back to kitchen because it was not cooked to the customer's liking.
1.3 Evaluating Plan Networks
Learning a Plan Network from data is only a worthwhile pursuit if the learned model is of high
quality. Quality is measured by how well the model's assessment of likelihood for observed
behavior and language correlates with human judgment of typicality, and how well the Plan
Network covers the possibility space of what people will do in the restaurant environment.
Graph visualizations of physical behavior and an interactive conversation browser alleviate the
difficult problem of qualitatively evaluating such a large corpus. Quality can be measured
quantitatively by borrowing modeling techniques from the field of Natural Language Processing.
Chapter 5 demonstrates that the learned Plan Network does correlate well with human judgment
of typical restaurant behavior by applying n-gram modeling techniques to estimate the likelihood
of sequences of actions and words, and comparing these estimates to human ratings of 300 log
files.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 reviews related work in the fields of cognitive science, chat bots, video games, and
natural language processing. Chapter 3 describes data collection with The Restaurant Game,
including details on the design and development of the game. Chapter 4 describes how Plan
Networks are built and visualized from the raw game log data. Chapter 5 describes the
evaluation methodology, and presents the results of the evaluation. Chapter 6 concludes with
contributions of the thesis and a plan for future work.
Chapter 2
Related Work
This thesis draws from a range of influences, beginning with early work in cognitive psychology
and chatbots, continuing through the latest innovations in computer games, language
understanding, and learning plans.
2.1 Cognitive Psychology
Schank and Abelson (1977) introduced the idea that the human ability to understand stories and
infer the missing details relies on the scripts that we've learned from childhood. Scripts consist
of roles for people and objects in the story, entry conditions, and a sequence of scenes that
capture a chain of dependent events at an abstract level. When we read that "John went to a
restaurant. He ordered chicken. He left a large tip", we can infer that he also sat down, looked at
a menu, ate his chicken, and was pleased with it. These ideas were implemented in computer
programs that relied on hand written scripts, and thus could only make inferences for questions
predetermined by their programmers. Current computer game technology allows us to simulate a
restaurant at a high level-of-detail, and exploit the gameplay experiences of thousands of players
to capture a wider coverage of knowledge than could be hand crafted by a team of researchers
decades ago.
Clark (1996) has theorized that language is a form of joint action. The actors in a dialogue can
infer each other's meaning because they are taking part in ajoint project with a common goal,
and shared common ground. Shank's scripts are one example of common ground; knowledge of
the situation that we can assume everyone shares. Within the script for dining in a restaurant,
there are a number of joint projects, such as seating customers, taking orders for food, and
paying the check. These joint projects are collaborative activities that require participation and
communication from both the customer(s) and the waiter.
Clark views conversations as sequences of paired actions. Garrod and Pickering (2004) discuss a
similar mechanism, and they argue that the existence of these paired actions reflects the fact that
humans are designed for dialogue, rather than monologue. The conversation browser described
in Chapter 4 demonstrates how the Plan Network captures and clusters paired actions, including
speech acts in response to physical actions, and speech acts in response to other speech acts.
Bruner (1977) describes how two years olds acquire language through participating in social
interaction language games. Through repeated interaction, an infant learns the social situation,
which acts as scaffolding for language. Initially the language is redundant with the physical
interaction. Over time, the child learns to predict actions, and is able to swap roles with the
caregiver, and eventually substitute the redundant language for physical action. In a similar
spirit, The Restaurant Game provides many examples of repeated interactions in the same social
scenario. These interactions provide scaffolding for the language that players use between
actions, and allow the Plan Network to learn the semantic context of utterances. Chapter 4
demonstrates how this scaffolding can be leveraged for interactive browsing of learned
conversations.
2.2 Chatbots and Video Games
The first chatbot was a virtual therapist named ELIZA (1966). While ELIZA's memoryless,
purely associative, bag-of-words conversational system was able to fool people in the 1960s,
today's audience is more sophisticated and demands more than templated, formulaic, canned
responses.
Recently, an experimental game Fagade (2005) has revisited the natural language problem, and
has cast it within the context of a strong narrative. The human in Fagade plays the role of a
guest invited to a couple's apartment for cocktails, and witnesses the breakup of their marriage.
The player can interact with the environment and freely type conversational text. It took two
researchers five years to handcraft scripts for Fagade, and the game takes about 15 minutes to
complete. In Schank's work, hand crafted scripts lead to brittleness in handling unanticipated
events. Hand crafted scripts in Fagade force the narrative down one of the preconceived paths.
In either case, the experience of a user interacting with the system will be limited by the range of
user behaviors that the human script authors anticipated. This thesis takes first step towards
automatically authoring a similar experience in dramatically less time by capturing human input
and responses. Capturing what players actually choose to do in the environment, rather than
what designers expect them to do, will provide responses to a wider range of player behaviors
than a small number of script authors could anticipate.
The Sims (2000) designer Will Wright has coined the term massively single player game to
describe his upcoming creation Spore (2008). As opposed to a massively multiplayer game, like
World of Warcraft (2004), where thousands of humans play on-line together, in a massively
single player game, each person plays the game alone, but benefits from the participation of
potentially millions of other players on the internet. As players of Spore create unique creatures
and environments, everything they create will be automatically uploaded to centralized servers,
and shared with all other players. In this way, the game is constantly evolving on the player's
desktop.
Wright's approach bears parallels to the Web2.0 movement, where users of MySpace.com and
Flickr.com are empowered with tools to create shared content that benefit all other users. Luis
von Ahn's ESPGame (2004) is another multiplayer game that entices people to do Human
Computation, where people do work that is difficult for machines but easy for humans, such as
labeling images. Similarly, here we are trying to harness the power of the internet to attack the
difficult problem of natural language. Like Spore, a game powered by a learned Plan Network
would evolve and improve as people provided new conversational content by playing the game.
Orkin (2004, 2005, 2006) introduced the application of logical planning systems to video games
to give agents adaptive reasoning capabilities in combat scenarios. In this planning system, plan
operators were hand coded by an engineer, and communication and collaboration of agents was
implemented in an ad hoc layer above the planning system. This approach to planning for
characters with a handful of goal, actions, and utterances worked well for a first person shooter
genred game, but would be impractical for modeling the behavior and dialogue of multiple actors
in a social situation. Chapter 4 provides data documenting the enormous potential plan space of
the restaurant scenario that dwarfs any plan space found in a current generation shooter.
Many of the points raised by Barbara Grosz (1994) about collaborative systems are still yet to be
addressed in computer games. Grosz describes how agents in collaborative systems need to plan
jointly with a commitment to mutually supporting one another. The collaborative plan is not the
sum of the individual plans. Agents need to assume an attitude of intending-that in respect to a
coloration partner, in addition to the attitude of intending-to do things itself. A customer intends-
to eat food, which is accomplished by intending-that the waitress will bring the meal that he
ordered. Neither actor can complete the goals that make up the restaurant scenario on their own;
at least not without breaking accepted social conventions. The role-specific visualizations in
Chapter 4 illustrate how Plan Networks can equip agents with models of other minds. These
models provide perspectives into the interleaved collaborative plan, guiding decisions of action
selection that will lead to mutual support.
2.3 Language Understanding
Gorin, Riccardi & Wright (1997) demonstrated unsupervised language acquisition for the AT&T
How May I Help You call routing system. Their system generated a database of utterances from
10,000 spoken transactions, and computed mutual information to extract salient phrases with
high likelihoods of indicating a particular type of call; for example, distinguishing between
customers with billing questions, and those wanting directory assistance.
Gorniak and Roy (2005) used Neverwinter Nights (2002) to demonstrate the effect of plan
recognition on understanding language in the context of a physical situation. This study
collected language from pairs of humans solving a puzzle involving movement between rooms,
and unlocking doors. Gorniak and Roy demonstrated that a probabilistic plan grammar can be
used to recognize affordances and predict the next human action. Their system could
successfully handle underspecified, ambiguous language such as "Do it now!"
The Open Mind Common Sense (2003) project uses the internet to collect common sense facts
expressed in plain English from a large number of people. GloBuddy (2004) is one OMCS
application, where the user describes a situation in text, and the system offers potentially relevant
phrases in a foreign language. This thesis combines these ideas, learning a Plan Network that
combines action and language in a statistical model of common ground that associates relevant
utterances with semantic context.
2.4 Learning Plans
There has been previous work on learning plans. Nilsson (1998) describes how Minton's
Explanation-Based Generalization (EBG) (1989) can be used to learn new STRIPS rules based
on previously existing STRIPS rules. EBG is a technique for generating new rules by composing
existing rules with known facts about the world, and generalizing these rules for maximum
utility. A number of researchers including Shen (1994), Gil (1992), Wang (1995), and Benson
(1997) have explored learning action models for agents that have a large number of available
actions, but do not know their preconditions and effects a priori. The process of building a Plan
Network involves learning the action lexicon itself in an unsupervised, bottom-up manner
directly from data. Zettlemoyer, Pasula, and Kaelbling (2005) learn STRIPS rules from training
data in a stochastic 3D simulated blocks world with realistic physics. The Restaurant Game is
not a stochastic environment. Effects of actions are deterministic, however the language used in
dialogue between actors affects the probabilities of next actions. Furthermore, what separates
this thesis from previous work on learning plans is that a Plan Network goes beyond learning
planning rules by also learning socially acceptable sequences of plans.
Chapter 3
Data Collection with The Restaurant Game
The Restaurant Game launched online on February 21, 2007. 3,355 unique players have
completed 5,200 games between February 21 and June 25, 2007. A game is considered complete
if two players joined, both players typed chat text, and at least one player filled out the after-
game survey. This chapter describes The Restaurant Game as a data collection device, and
details the flow and sources of the data.
3.1 What is The Restaurant Game?
The Restaurant Game is a 3D simulation which anonymously pairs players online to play the
roles of a customer and a waitress in a virtual restaurant. Each player is given a vague objective;
the waitress tries to earn money, while the customer has dinner to satisfy his hunger. Players
control characters from a first person perspective, and can manipulate objects in the
environment, and type open-ended chat text to one another.
The Restaurant Game
OBJECTIVE:
YOU ARE A WAITRESS AT A RESTAURANT. YOUR OBJECTIVE IS TO WAIT
FOR THE NEXT CUSTOMER TO ARRIVE, AND THEN EARN AS MUCH MONEY
AS YOU CAN. WEN YOU DEPOSIT A CHECK IN THE REGISTER, YOUV.L
EARN 50% OF THE PRE-TAX TOTAL PLUS THE TP.
V*M YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR OBJECTIVE,
OBJECTIVE EXIT THE RESTAURANT, AID WALK TO THE
COMPLETE
*OBJECTIVE COWPLETESGIJARE ON THE SIDWALK.
AFTER FLLING OUT A BREF SURVEY AT THE END OF THE SESSION, YOU
WLL BE PRESENTED WITH A PERSONALITY PROFILE BASED ON HOW YOU
CHOSE TO PLAY THE GAME.
BE YOURSELF, AND HAVE FUN !
CLICK tRE TO START THE GAME
Figure 3-1: Vague objectives for the waitress.
Figure 3-2: Vague objectives for the customer.
The Restaurant Game affords players an unusual amount of freedom, compared to other games.
While many players do what would expected of people in a restaurant, players are free to take
the story in any direction they choose, including stealing the cash register, eating the flowers,
biting other players, and spinning around on the counter while holding the microwave. In spite
of this apparent freedom, this thesis relies on shared assumptions of what one does in a restaurant
to limit freedom in natural ways.
Within approximately 10 minutes, a pair of players play through a typical (or atypical) restaurant
experience, including reading a menu, ordering food and drinks, eating, and paying the bill. All
physical actions and chat text is logged on centralized game servers. The game concludes with a
brief survey that asks players to describe the customer or waitress, and to speculate on the
personality of the real person playing the opposite role.
3.2 Development of The Restaurant Game
I developed The Restaurant Game over the course of about five months. The game is built on
top of the Torque game engine from Garage Games (2005, 2006). Torque was chosen for its
cross platform support, networking capabilities, active online community, and its inexpensive
licensing fee. The game runs on Windows and Mac OSX.
Most of the content (3D models, textures, and audio) in the game was exported from EA's The
Sims 2 (2004) with the help of a modding tool called SimPE (2004). I used Chumbalum Soft's
Milkshape3D (1996) to animate Sims models and to export models in Torque's DTS format, and
the QuArK (Quake Army Knife) (2001) level editor to construct the shell of the restaurant.
The Restaurant Game
OBJECTIVE:
YOU ARE A CUSTOMER AT A RESTAURANT.
YOU HAD LUNCH AT NOON, AND IT IS NOW 7PM.
YOUR OBECTIVE IS TO HAVE DINER AT THE RESTAURANT.
V5IHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR OBJECTIVE,
IOBMECTIVE EXIT THE RESTAURANT, AND WALK TO THECOMPLETE 'OBJECTIVE COMPLETE' SQUARE ON THE SIDEWALK.
AFTER FILLING OUT A BIEF SURVEY AT THE END OF THE SESSION, YOU
VNILL BE PRESENTED WITH A PERSONAUTY PROFILE BASED ON HOW YOU
CHOSE TO PLAY THE GAME.
BE YOURSELF, AND HAVE FUN I!
CLICK HERE TO START THE GAME
Multiple dedicated server processes are running on multiple machines. A dedicated server is a
lightweight non-graphical application that hosts two players in a stand-alone instance of the
restaurant. 10 or 20 of these server processes run on each machine. Over the course of the
project a total of between 30 and 80 server processes have been running on between three and six
machines; mostly Windows boxes with one Mac G5. With 80 servers running at the height of
the project, 160 players could be accommodated in 80 simultaneous games. In reality, the traffic
peaked at 16 simultaneous games, but running an array of servers provided redundancy in the
event of server failure, and helped balance the load. Garage Games runs a Master Server that
allows Torque client applications to find Torque servers over the internet.
3.3 Design Considerations for The Restaurant Game
The desire to capture an accurate model of conversational behavior in the restaurant scenario
dictated a number of design requirements. The game needed to be accessible to a wide audience,
encourage natural conversation, provide freedom for dramatic role-playing, and hold players
interest long enough to complete one or more games. Following are the considerations taken
into account to meet each of these requirements.
3.3.1 Accessibility to a Wide Audience
The game needed to be simple to play for people with any level of gaming experience in order to
maximize the number of potential players, and to ensure capturing data from a large cross-
section of the population. All interaction is mouse-driven with a point-and-click interface, and a
pop-up interaction menu. The left mouse button selects objects to interact with, and the right
mouse button moves the character. (Players with one-button mice can use the arrow keys to
move). Moving the mouse controls the viewpoint of the player. Prior to joining a multiplayer
game, a 5-10 minute tutorial walks the player through instructions on how to interact with the
world, without assuming any particular role (waitress or customer). Players learn to pick up, sit
on, eat, inspect, and touch things, and to create bills, chat, and order food.
Figure 3-3: Interface for interacting with objects with icons inspired by The Elephant's Memory visual
language (1994).
3.3.2 Player Retention
Once a player with capable hardware has been enticed to install the game and complete the
tutorial, there are a number of measures in place to encourage this player to complete a game
online one or more times. Players are informed that will be credited as Game Designers on a
future game generated with the data collected from completed online games. The open-ended
nature of the game keeps the experience fresh. The post game survey also acts as a motivator to
play multiple times. The survey asks players to speculate on the personality of the real person
playing the other role, rating their intelligence, sense of humor, honesty, consideration,
eloquence, and patience, and to guess their occupation, geographic location, gender, age, and
what they eat for breakfast. Results of the survey are presented to the other player, accumulated
and averaged over all games played. Players are motivated to see their cumulative survey evolve
over several games; people love to hear about themselves. Finally, the amount of virtual money
in each player's account persists. Players start with $50, and usually spend this money as a
customer and earn money as a waitress. The intent is to encourage playing multiple times in
different roles, under different financial constraints.
MWLL SPOKEN: - - -- t-t-t
PATIENT:
PLEASE REPORT ANY PROBLEMS YOU ENCOUNTERED WILE PLAYING THE GAME:
SURVEY COMPLETE
Figure 3-4: Post-game survey.
3.3.3 Natural Conversation
It is important to ensure there are no interface obstacles to players conversing, in alignment with
the goal of capturing conversation in context. Any keyboard input is treated as chat text,
allowing players to freely type open-ended text to each other at any time, without having to press
any buttons first. The first-person perspective was a deliberate design decision to encourage
natural situated and embodied dialogue, with players facing each other. Players can only hear
one another when the speaker is facing the listener. Otherwise, the listener receives a message
that the other player is speaking with his or her back turned, or is speaking to the staff. The
scripted chef and bartender will only acknowledge orders for food and drinks if the speaker is
facing the staff member, and within a reasonable proximity.
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3.3.4 Freedom for Dramatic Role-Playing
The premise of this thesis is that modeling behavior by observing thousands of players will
capture behavior that human scripters would have never anticipated. To demonstrate that this is
the case, players are given the freedom to play through the scenario any way they choose. Video
games typically offer players context-sensitive interactions with objects, and many objects in the
world are purely decorative and non-interactive. The Restaurant Game does not presuppose
desired interactions, and instead allows the player to interact in a consistent way with every
object in the game world. Players get satisfying responses from every object when they try to
pickup, inspect, touch, eat, or sit on them. The effect of these actions on the world varies
depending on the type of action. For example, food visually diminishes when eaten, while eating
a chair produces a chomping sound with no visual change. Touching (or operating) the cash
register produces a bill, touching the microwave results in beeping sounds, touching a plate of
food rotates it on the table. The other player receives narration to clarify events that do not
visually change the world (e.g. "Waitress bit the chair").
The open-ended design of The Restaurant Game subscribes to Will Wright's definition of "good
game aesthetics." As Wright describes in Feldman's Gamespot interview (2003) about
designing The Sims 2:
Players obviously enjoy being subversive to some degree. And so we want to provide
that and let them know that we're on their side in that way [...1. It's just another form of a
player taking control. I think for most people, their kind of general aesthetic with games is
that the more I control this experience, the better the game is [...] in terms of [finding that]
I can choose to go off into an interesting path, and the game will support that path. This
animal we're calling subversion is really just empowering the players to not hit walls as
often [...]. At a fundamental level it's kind of convergent with what I would call "good
game aesthetics."
Players have, in fact, surprised me with unanticipated behavior, such as making a margarita by
carrying the fruit bowl from the kitchen to the bar and using the blender. More than a few
players have chosen to dramatize what happens when the customer steals the cash register. In
The Restaurant Game, the social scenario is known a priori, but this will not always be the case.
As user-created content in virtual worlds like Second Life (2003) become more prevalent, agents
in the future will require the ability to learn expected social behavior in novel situations.
Other than their outfits, the game does not enforce any assumptions about social roles. The
waitress does wear a uniform, but either player can eat food, request menu items from the staff,
and operate the cash register to create or deposit bills.
The open-ended nature of the game provides a challenge in knowing when to consider a game
complete, as opposed to prematurely aborted, intentionally or unintentionally. For instance,
relying on detecting that the customer has eaten some food and paid a bill presupposes
assumptions about this scenario. Initiation of the post game survey provides a good indicator
that at least one player feels that the scenario has concluded. The survey also helps screen out
data from troublemakers who are not interested in contributing to research, because these abusive
players often choose not to fill out the survey.
3.4 Where Does Data Come From?
This project began with many concerns. Will anyone actually play this game? Will people be
willing to install a unique stand-alone application? Will people manage to find partners online at
the same time? I originally aimed to collect 1,000 completed games. To my surprise, this goal
was achieved in under two weeks, and the project continued on to collect over 5,000 games. The
servers are still up, and over 100 games continue to trickle in every week. Who are these people,
and how did they find out about The Restaurant Game?
3.4.1 Rallying the Masses
On February 21, I started the servers and posted the project web page,
http://theRestaurantGame.net, consisting of a brief description of the project and downloadable
installers for Windows and OSX. The page encourages people to participate with the following
enticement:
Contribute to the first collaboratively authored computer game and earn Game Designer
credit!
The Restaurant Game is a research project at the MIT Media Lab that will algorithmically
combine the gameplay experiences of thousands of players to create a new game. In a
few months, we will apply machine learning algorithms to data collected through the
multiplayer Restaurant Game, and produce a new single-player game that we will enter
into the 2008 Independent Games Festival. Everyone who plays The Restaurant Game
will be credited as a Game Designer.
I announced the project quietly on Game/Al, a blog shared by game industry Al developers with
a small readership (bloglines.com reports 67 subscribers). Within the week, several other
gaming-related blogs posted about the project, including Grand Text Auto and TerraNova. This
provided a good crop of players for beta testing and tweaking/bug fixing before announcing the
project to wider audience a week later.
Once all major issues were resolved, word went out via email to six game industry websites, five
Mac websites, and acquaintances at 24 software companies and 12 universities with game
development programs. In addition, I listed the game on two shareware download sites, and two
friends distributed fliers at conferences (the Game Developers Conference, and Human Robot
Interaction). The flier at HRI caught the eye of a reporter from New Scientist magazine who
wrote a short article in March (2007). Digg.com and Del.icio.us icons on the project webpage
also helped spread the word through social bookmarking. More recently, a PCWorld.com review
of the game was highlighted on MSN.com, drawing another wave of players.
Table 3-1 details various gameplay statistics. A total of 5,602 players logged into the game, but
many failed to find a partner online at the same time, and never tried again. The first player to
join a server is always the waitress, who must wait for a customer to show up.
Total Players Logged In 5,602
Players Who Completed Games 3,355
Mean Median Max
Game Duration 11.18 min 9.82 min 94.2 min
Waitress Wait Time 2.41 min 1.12 min 78.31 min
Games Played Per Person 3 2 77
Games Over 20 min 427
Waitress Wait Times Over 20 min 31
Table 3-1: Gameplay statistics from 5,200 games.
Below is a graph of the number of games completed per week. The peaks correspond to weeks
when The Restaurant Game was featured on popular video game news sites, or on MSN. The
March 24* New Scientist article was one of the biggest draws of players, but does not correspond
to a peak on this graph; rather it lead to a longer lasting steady stream of new players.
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Figure 3-5: Games completed per week.
The next graph illustrates the number of page hits to the project webpage per week, as reported
by Google Analytics. Between February 21 and June 25, Google reports that the page has been
hit a total of 49,343 times by 42,358 unique visitors.
Web Page Hits per Week
Figure 3-6: Project web page hits per week.
In addition, 7,501 people have downloaded the game from shareware download websites. So, in
total the project attracted an audience of 42,358 + 7,501 = 49,859 people (who either read about
and/or played the game). Dividing the 5,602 unique players who logged in by the audience of
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49,859 people yields that about 11% of the audience actually played the game. The 3,355
players who completed games account for about 60% of those who logged in, and about 7% of
the total audience.
3.4.2 Player Demographics
Other than confirming that they are over 18, the game does not request any personal information
from players. A bit of information about players can be gleaned through volunteered
information, Google Analytics, and automatic platform detection.
The game's login process allows players to voluntarily self-report where they heard about the
game. 87% of the players who completed games reported, and the results of the survey are
below. "Game Industry Sites" encompasses 22 different game industry news and blog sites.
"Word of Mouth" covers everyone who reported hearing about the game through friends, family,
instructors, or colleagues. "Other" combines counts from 353 unique responses that did not fit
any other category.
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Figure 3-7: Where players heard about The Restaurant Game.
The client application detects the hardware and OS it is running on, and reports this to the server.
The pie chart below details the number of games completed on each platform. Note that each
game is played on two clients at once, so the total is 10,400 for the 5,200 completed games.
Figure 3-8: Games played per platform.
Google Analytics provides the geographic breakdown of where viewers of the project web page
are located in the world. A significant number of players come from non-English speaking
countries. The account creation process requires players to report their level of English
proficiency, so that non-native speakers can be screened out if desired. The experiments in this
thesis do not screen out anyone, but the results in Chapter 5 demonstrate that the statistical
models are able to identify gameplay sessions containing foreign languages or broken English.
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Figure 3-9: Geographic distribution of players as reported by Google Analytics.
3.5 Lessons Learned About Game-Based Data Collection
There are many factors to consider when designing an online game for collecting data in the wild
of the internet, and it is unlikely that the first iteration of the system will be perfect. This section
describes lessons learned from the experience of launching The Restaurant Game; the first
iteration of a data collection platform.
The design considerations detailed in section 3.3 contributed to the success of the data collection
effort. The simple installation and user interface were amenable to a wide audience of thousands
of players. Players seemed to enjoy open ended dramatic role playing and learning about others'
impressions of themselves through post-game survey. It is difficult to tell how much impact the
enticement of Game Designer credentials on a future game had on players, but this gimmick
certainly helped attract attention from blogs and news web sites. However, the first lesson
learned was the danger of promising the public a deliverable based on novel research by a
specific date. The project web page promises Game Designer credit on a new game that will be
entered into the 2008 Independent Games Festival (IGF 2008). The goal of automating
characters with the learned Plan Network remains, but this will not be achieved in time for the
IGF 2008 deadline.
3.5.1 Lessons Learned About Publicity
Regardless of the outcome, the promise of entry into the IGF proved newsworthy. New versions
of The Restaurant Game and support for additional platforms also provided newsworthy
information to report, and re-generate excitement and awareness of the project. Updated
versions were necessary to fix minor bugs and expand supported platforms, but were equally
useful in generating press. Blogs and web sites only re-post about a project if there is something
new to report. While the great majority of players were Windows-based, supporting multiple
platforms was worthwhile for broadening press coverage. The Mac community greets cross-
platform supported software with enthusiasm, and there are a variety of Mac web sites that reach
a heterogeneous cross-section of the public.
The Mac web sites reached audiences for The Restaurant Game that I did not realize existed, like
the food service and hospitality industries. The project attracted interest from producers of a
BBC production about restaurant management, a blog devoted to hotel technology, and the
National Restaurant Association. How the word of a project like this spreads is unpredictable. I
learned two lessons from missed publicity opportunities.
Word of the project reached a journalist writing an article about Al in games for The Boston
Globe. The article ran in June, and mentioned The Restaurant Game, but neglected to print the
URL. It is best to explicitly ask that press coverage includes information necessary for readers
who wish to participate in the research.
The second missed opportunity was related to the social bookmarking sites Digg.com and
Del.icio.us. Unfortunately, the biggest spike in activity came early in the project when two video
game news sites posted about it, before I had added the Digg and Del.icio.us badges to the
project web page. Visitors who click these badges increment the count of the number of people
bookmarking the page. Prominent link placement on the main Digg and Del.icio.us pages
depends on the rate of increase of people clicking these badges. Had I added the badges from the
start of the project, these social bookmarking sites may have helped the project reach a much
wider audience.
3.5.2 Lessons Learned About Third Party Technology
When activity does spike, it is useful to know the source of the spike. I relied on Google
Analytics to find referring sources of web traffic. This information is not only useful for
planning where to advertise in the future, but also for observing what information players are
sharing with one another, some of which may be malicious. I learned of a number of issues by
reading forum posts to video game news sites that reported on the project.
Players were teaching each other to exploit a bug that allowed waitresses and customers to
literally fly through the roof by picking up the object that the player was sitting on. Players
familiar with the Torque game engine were able to open the console and type commands such as
suicide, to kill and re-spawn a player, wreaking havoc on the scenario. Most alarming, some of
these players were aware that the same Torque executable is used for the client and server, and
were attempting to run their own servers. This would have been a disaster, as I would never
have access to the data collected by these rogue servers. Fortunately, these deviants never
figured out all of the command-line parameters required to start a server, and gave up. The
lesson learned is that extra precautions need to be taken when using third party technologies.
The Restaurant Game should have been released with the command console disabled, and server
functionality removed.
3.5.3 Old Habits Die Hard
The video game press attracts many capable players with an interest in novel games, however
these players bring habits learned from previous gaming experiences. The data reveals a number
of prevalent habits such as trying to move the character with the AWSD keys (the standard
control scheme for first person shooters), and beginning each line of chat text with the word text,
as some online games require. These patterns are easy to detect and screen out of the dialogue
data. Other habits highlight missing features that multiplayer gamers expect, and may be
desirable in future data collection games. Players often try to augment the limited set of
animations by typing World of Warcraft-style emotes, such as /wave, /weep, /kiss, /burp, or
/applaud. These emotes do not currently result in any animations, but adding some of these
animations might enhance the interaction, and allow the system to learn gestures and body
language as well as spoken language. Additional interface problems were related to foreign
keyboards, and one-button mice.
Chapter 4
Building and Visualizing Plan Networks
The Restaurant Game has captured a large quantity of data, but in its raw form, it's not of much
use to a human and much less to an agent. Following is an excerpt from a log file exported from
one gameplay session.
[COGLOG] 6061977 EVENT CUSTOMER(Player) ENTERED doorTrigger(RegionTrigger)[COGLOG] 6062055 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) ATPOS="(321.146 358.792 240.541)"
[COGLOG] 6063446 EVENT WAITRESS(Player) FACING CUSTOMER(Player)
[COGLOG] 6063446 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) FORWARDDIR="(0.989292 -0.145949 0)"
[COGLOG] 6063446 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) ATPOS="(314.443 359.182 240.54)"
[COGLOG] 6063446 SPEECHACT WAITRESS(Player) "welcome"
[COGLOG] 6066368 EVENT CUSTOMER(Player) FACING WAITRESS(Player)
[COGLOG] 6066368 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) FORWARDDIR="(-0.990476 0.137684 0)"
[COGLOG] 6066368 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) ATPOS="(320.765 358.845 240.541)"[COGLOG] 6066368 SPEECHACT CUSTOM ER(Player) "hi"
[COGLOG] 6069039 EVENT WAITRESS(Player) FACING CUSTOMER(Player)
[COGLOG] 6069039 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) FORWARDDIR="(0.989292 -0.145949 0)"
[COGLOG] 6069039 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) ATPOS="(314.443 359.182 240.54)"
[COGLOG] 6069039 SPEECHACT WAITRESS(Player) "please have a seat"
[COGLOG] 6074211 EVENT CUSTOMER(Player) FACING WAITRESS(Player)
[COGLOG] 6074211 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) FORWARDDIR="(-0.894119 0.440718 -0.0794913)"
[COGLOG] 6074211 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) ATPOS="(320.765 358.845 240.541)"
[COGLOG] 6074211 SPEECHACT CUSTOMER(Player) "where?"
[COGLOG] 6077489 STATECHANGE CUSTOM ER(Player) ATPOS="(319.976 359.222 240.542)"
[COGLOG] 6077493 EVENT CUSTOMER(Player) EXITED doorTrigger(RegionTrigger)
[COGLOG] 6083586 EVENT WAITRESS(Player) FACING CUSTOMER(Player)
[COGLOG] 6083586 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) FORWARDDIR="(0.989292 -0.145949 0)"
[COGLOG] 6083586 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) ATPOS="(314.443 359.182 240.54)"
[COGLOG] 6083586 SPEECHACT WAITRESS(Player) "customers choice"
[COGLOG] 6102211 EVENT WAITRESS(Player) FACING CUSTOMER(Player)
[COGLOG] 6102211 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) FORWARDDIR="(0.989292 -0.145949 0)"
[COGLOG] 6102211 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) ATPOS="(314.443 359.182 240.54)"
[COGLOG] 6102211 SPEECHACT WAITRESS(Player) "you choose where you want to sit"
[COGLOG] 6108927 STATECHANGE CUSTOM ER(Player) ATPOS="(318.712 359.725 240.542)"
[COGLOG] 6108946 EVENT CUSTOM ER(Player) ENTERED podiumTrigger(RegionTrigger)
[COGLOG] 6132664 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) FORWARDDIR="(0.345101 0.930914 0.119601)"
[COGLOG] 6132664 STATECHANGE CUSTOM ER(Player) ATPOS="(314.176 362.945 240.543)"
[COGLOG] 6132664 SPEECHACT CUSTOMER(Player) "ummmm let's see"[COGLOG] 6135196 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) ATPOS="(314.176 362.945 240.543)"
[COGLOG] 6135296 STATECHANGE CUSTOM ER(Player) ATPOS="(313.693 362.944 240.544)"
[COGLOG] 6135352 EVENT CUSTOMER(Player) ENTERED table3Trigger(RegionTrigger)
[COGLOG] 6139930 STATECHANGE CUSTOM ER(Player) ATPOS="(307.938 362.384 240.546)"
[COGLOG] 6139930 ACTION CUSTOMER(Player) SITON chair6(DBChair)
[COGLOG] 6139930 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) SITTINGON="chair6(DBChair)"
[COGLOG] 6142821 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) ATPOS="(314.443 359.182 240.54)"
[COGLOG] 6142821 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) DEST="(309.925 360.189 240.632)"[COGLOG] 6142821 ACTION WAITRESS(Player) GOTO table3(DBTable)
[COGLOG] 6142993 EVENT WAITRESS(Player) ENTERED table3Trigger(RegionTrigger)
[COGLOG] 6143039 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) ATPOS="(313.318 359.394 240.541)"
[COGLOG] 6143039 ACTION WAITRESS(Player) PUTDOWN dynamic2753(DBMenu)
[COGLOG] 6143039 STATECHANGE dynamic2753(DBMenu) ATTACHEDTO="NULL"
[COGLOG] 6143039 STATECHANGE dynamic2753(DBMenu) ON="table3(DBTable)"
[COGLOG] 6143039 STATECHANGE dynamic2753(DBMenu) ATPOS="(311.177 360.455 242.635)"
[COGLOG] 6145123 STATECHANGE CUSTOMER(Player) ATPOS="(309.952 361.922 240.773)"
[COGLOG] 6145123 ACTION CUSTOMER(Player) PICKUP dynamic2753(DBMenu)
[COGLOG] 6145123 STATECHANGE dynamic2753(DBMenu) ON="NULL"
[COGLOG] 6145123 STATECHANGE dynamic2753(DBMenu) ATTACHEDTO="CUSTOMER(Player)"
[COGLOG] 6147118 ACTION CUSTOMER(Player) LOOKAT dynamic2753(DBMenu)
[COGLOG] 6147571 EVENT WAITRESS(Player) FACING CUSTOMER(Player)
[COGLOG] 6147571 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) FORWARDDIR="(-0.89335 0.291024 -0.342391)"
[COGLOG] 6147571 STATECHANGE WAITRESS(Player) ATPOS="(312.704 359.534 240.541)"
[COGLOG] 6147571 SPEECHACT WAITRESS(Player) "here's a menu. Take your time"
Figure 4-1: A raw log file from a gameplay session.
These raw log files are difficult to interpret. It is straight forward to write a program that distills
the logs into something that is more human-readable. Figure 4-2 shows the log file for the same
game distilled into a script, which reads more like a theatrical script to a film or a play.
6044508 WAITRESS WALKS TO podium
6044993 WAITRESS PICKSUP Menu
6058118 CUSTOMER WALKS TO door
6063446 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
6063446 WAITRESS: "welcome"
6066368 CUSTOMER: "hi"
6069039 WAITRESS: "please have a seat"
6074211 CUSTOMER: "where?"
6083586 WAITRESS: "customers choice"
6102211 WAITRESS: "you choose where you want to sit"
6108727 CUSTOMER WALKS TO podium
6132664 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN CUSTOMER AND WAITRESS
6132664 CUSTOMER: "ummmm let's see"
6135196 CUSTOMER WALKS TO table3
6139930 CUSTOMER SITSON chair6
6142821 WAITRESS WALKS TO table3
6143039 WAITRESS PUTSDOWN Menu ON table3
6144661 CUSTOMER PICKSUP Menu
6147118 CUSTOMER LOOKSAT Menu
6147571 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
6147571 WAITRESS: "here's a menu. Take your time"
6150633 CUSTOMER: "I'll have vegetable soup and the nectarine tart"
6200711 WAITRESS WALKS TO counter
6216133 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CHEF]
6216133 WAITRESS: "one soup please"
6217133 Soup APPEARS ON Counter
6221461 WAITRESS PICKSUP Soup
6222149 WAITRESS WALKS TO table3
6225368 WAITRESS PUTSDOWN Soup ON table3
6225430 WAITRESS PICKSUP Menu
6226196 WAITRESS WALKS BETWEEN counter AND table2
6228086 CUSTOMER EATS Soup
6242774 WAITRESS PUTSDOWN Menu ON MenuBox
6242774 Menu DISAPPEARS
6245743 WAITRESS WALKS TO table3
6301211 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
6301211 WAITRESS: "anything for drink"
6309711 CUSTOMER: "water"
6315243 WAITRESS: "coming right up"
6316743 WAITRESS WALKS TO bar
6320508 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND BARTENDER]
6320508 WAITRESS: "one water"
6321508 Water APPEARS ON Bar
6324633 WAITRESS PICKSUP Water
6325649 WAITRESS WALKS TO table3
6328743 WAITRESS PUTSDOWN Water ON table3
Figure 4-2: A filtered script, generated from a raw log file.
A human can read through an entire game in a few minutes. These scripts are useful for spot
checking the data, but are not a practical solution to understanding our corpus as a whole.
Reading 5,000 games would take over ten days, but more importantly, merely reading the scripts
is not equivalent to understanding their commonalities and differences. A Plan Network
provides a generalized representation that incorporates everything observed in all gameplay
sessions. This representation gives humans the gist of the behavior in the restaurant scenario,
and provides a means of predicting future actions and recognizing when things are going off-
script. The next section looks at ways to visualize a Plan Network, before delving into the
details of how to build such a model in section 4.2.
4.1 Visualizing Plan Networks
Each gameplay session is composed of interleaved sequences of physical actions and speech acts
performed by multiple characters in various social roles. Pulling apart the data based on these
categories will provide perspectives into the data that are easier for humans to comprehend, and
more powerful for planning and recognition by an agent.
4.1.1 Graphing Physical Actions
Figure 4-3 re-renders the log file seen previously in Figure 4-1 as a directed graph of physical
actions. For the most part, the graph follows a linear path from START to END, with just a few
loops for repeated behavior such as the customer eating multiple bites of an entree. I created this
graph automatically by exporting actions as nodes, and edges representing observed sequences of
actions. In section 4.2, I will describe the process of creating a lexicon of actions, and clustering
similar actions (e.g. eating salmon and eating pie are clustered as eatingfood).
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Figure 4-3: Graph visualization of one game.
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Figure 4-4 depicts another gameplay session. The behavior is this session is similar to that in
Figure 4-3, with a few minor variations. In the second game, the waitress gives the menu to the
customer, rather than placing it on the table. The customer stands up before paying the bill in the
first game, and pays while sitting at the table in the second.
Figure 4-4: Graph visualization of a second game.
Multiple logs can be combined into the same graph, where the paths for each log share nodes for
actions that occur in both gameplay sessions. Below are the results of incorporating a second
log's sequence into the original graph from Figure 4-3. Nodes and edges are colored red or blue
depending on whether they came from the first or second gameplay session. Nodes and edges
appearing in both sessions are purple.
Figure 4-5: Graph visualization merging two games.
This process can be repeated for every gameplay session observed to generate a comprehensive graph of the action possibility
space for the restaurant scenario. The portion of the graph in the red box will be expanded in Figure 4-7.
Figure 4-6: Graph visualization merging 5,000 games.
Figure 4-7 zooms in for closer inspection of a portion of the complete graph from Figure 4-6.
The graph includes expected restaurant behavior such as waitresses giving drinks to the
customers, and depositing bills in the cash registers, and atypical behavior like customers sitting
on tables and picking up flower vases. The variety in ordering of actions results in a dense mesh
of edges between nodes.
Figure 4-7: Zoomed-in portion of graph visualization merging 5,000 games.
This graph is quite complex, illustrating the huge amount of variation in the way pairs of people
choose to play the game. The graph is so complex, in fact, that it is difficult to assess whether it
is an accurate depiction of what people normally do in a restaurant. Leveraging the Plan
Network's learned statistical models and understanding of social roles can greatly improve these
visualizations.
The likelihood of any action can be computed by counting the frequency with which it occurs
across all gameplay sessions. Setting a threshold on the likelihood allows filtering out of
unlikely nodes and branches in the graph. Chapter 5 describes estimating likelihoods of entire
gameplay sessions, which is useful for filtering atypical sessions out of the graph entirely.
Interleaving the actions of the two actors produces a lot of noise, due to the fact that much of the
time these two are acting in parallel, and one's next action does not depend on the other. Below
is a graph of behavior for a single social role, the waitress, with statistically unlikely actions
filtered out.
Figure 4-8: Filtered graph of only waitress behavior from 5,000 games.
This graph of filtered waitress behavior is much simpler than the previous graph, yet still gives
the gist of behavior learned from 5,000 games. Beyond visualization, filtering gives the system a
sense of typical behavior, and equipping an agent with separate models of social roles provides a
mental model of others, useful for inferring goals of a collaboration partner. Zooming in on a
few portions of the graph allows verification that the learned behavior is what one would expect
from a waitress in a restaurant.
Figure 4-9: Filtered graph of only waitress behavior from 5,000 games, with color-coded portions that will be expanded in the following figures.
Prior to the arrival of a customer, waitresses clean off tables and collect paid bills. Once a customer arrives and sits down, the
waitress gives him a menu.
Figure 4-10: Beginning of game for waitress, as learned from 5,000 games.
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After serving a customer, the waitress might serve him more food, or create a bill at the cash register (by touching the register).
Figure 4-11: Decision point for waitress, as learned from 5,000 games.
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Finally, after creating the bill, the waitress puts the bill on the table for the customer and picks it up for deposit once it's been paid.
The edge in Figure 4 -12 from touching the register to putting the bill down on the register is actually capturing a common point of
interface confusion. Touching the register creates a new bill, but many players try this first accidentally before realizing that
depositing a bill is accomplished by putting it down on the register.
Figure 4-12: End of game for waitress, as learned from 5,000 games.
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This section has shown that the learned statistics and social roles benefit visualization for
humans. The evaluation in Chapter 5 demonstrates that these techniques are also beneficial in
building a cognitive model that correlates well with human conceptualization of typical
restaurant behavior.
4.1.2 Browsing Conversations
Graphing models of physical behavior give humans the gist of the behavior captured in our data.
This section explores how to get a similar view of linguistic data. Taking inspiration from
Bruner's theory, the graphical model of physical behavior can provide the scaffolding that lends
meaning to utterances. Between any two physical action nodes, all conversations uttered
between players can be clustered. Following is a screenshot of the conversation browser
application that runs alongside The Restaurant Game. The browser is networked with the game,
tracking events through messages sent via TCP/IP. Each time either player takes a physical
action, the browser updates a display of the likelihood of the current action, and a sorted list of
the most likely next actions. If the user clicks on any of the potential next actions, the browser
displays a list of all conversations observed in between these two actions in the 5,000 captured
games. Each speech act within a conversation is automatically labeled with a speech act
classifier. 1
In the first example, a waitress picks up some filet mignon from the counter. The interface
reports that picking up filet mignon is not highly likely on its own, due to the variety of foods
waitresses may pick up, but when clustered with all other food this action is recognized as highly
likely. There is a long list of potential next actions, but the system has a strong preference for
one action - the waitress putting the food down on a table. Clicking on the most likely action
generates a list of 1,593 unique examples of conversations that the system has observed between
the time a waitress picks up a dish and puts it down on a table.
'Prior to the online study, I conducted an in-lab pilot study with 50 pairs of people. Data from the pilot study was
used to train an 1MM-based speech act classifier, implemented using Joachim's SVMlight HMM package (2004).
HMMs have been shown to be effective speech act classifiers previously in Jurafsky (2003). Classification
performance on the online corpus has not been formally evaluated.
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Index Speech Act Conversation
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "Looks great,"
135 EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "thanks. "
ASSERTION WAITRESS: "I love cheesecake myself."
ASSERTION WAITRESS: "There you are."
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "Wonderful,"
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "thanks."
136 ASSERTION CUSTOMER: "Hope it wasn't too much trouble."
QUESTION WAITRESS: "Need anything else?"
QUESTION WAITRESS: "Some more water, beer, maybe?"
137 DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER: "Please take the menu... "
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "thank you"
ASSERTION WAITRESS: "yw"
QUESTION CUSTOMER: "what is your name?"
138 ASSERTION WAITRESS: "susan"
ASSERTION CUSTOMER: "nice to meet you i am stan"
EXPRESSIVE WAITRESS: "cool"
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "thank you"
139 EXPRESSIVE WAITRESS: "sorry about the wait there sir"
140 QUESTION WAITRESS: "Another beer?"
ASSERTION WAITRESS: "your soup Sir"
141 DIRECTIVE WAITRESS: "please call if you need anything else"
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "thanks"
QUESTION
ASSERTION
WAITRESS: "done with the soup?"
CUSTOMER: "yes."
142 EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "thanks."
Figure 4-13: Browsing conversations after picking up food, captured from 5,000 games.
Once the waitress puts down the dish, the next action is less certain, and language plays a larger
role in determining which branch of the physical graph is taken. Similar to the role-specific
filtering of physical behavior graphs, the browser allows the user to focus on one social role
when browsing conversations. Focusing on the waitress, there are several highly likely branches.
She might clean up some dirty dishes, pick up a drink from the bar, bring more food, or ring up
the customer at the register. If the user selects touching the cash register (to create a bill) as the
next action, the browser displays 316 unique examples of conversations that precede the waitress
getting the bill. These conversations typically include directives from the customer referring to a
check or bill.
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"that will be all."
"I will bring you your check, then."
"yes. "
"that aint no desert"
"sir do you want the check"
"yeah i want the check"
"like it?"
"very good"
"anything more?"
"no thank you. . "
"just the bill please"
"ok right away"
"Can I have the check please?"
"sure"
"delicious"
"Would you like anything else today?"
"no thanks, I'm full"
"Should I bring the bill or would you like to sit
"I'd like the bill,"
"thanks for asking though"
"Great!"
"I'll be back in a second"
here and enjoy the sun for awhile?"
index SpeechAct
DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER:
42 PROMISE WAITRESS:
ASSERTION CUSTOMER:
DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER:
43 QUESTION WAITRESS:
DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER:
QUESTION WAITRESS:
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER:
QUESTION WAITRESS:
44 DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER:
DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER:
PROMISE WAITRESS:
DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER:
45 PROMISE WAITRESS:
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER:
,QUESTION WAITRESS:
DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER:
QUESTION WAITRESS:
46 DIRECTIVE CUSTOMER:
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER:
EXPRESSIVE WAITRESS:
PROMISE WAITRESS:
Figure 4-14: Browsing conversations after putting down food, captured from 5,000 games.
Equally as interesting as the conversations clustered within the likely branches of the physical
action model are those that exist within unlikely branches. The following example bolsters the
claim that capturing behavior from human players produces a more robust model than hand
authored scripts. There is a fruit bowl in the back of the kitchen sitting on the dish washer. This
is a purely decorative prop that would be non-interactive in most games, or at best physically
simulated to fall down when pushed. The following screenshot shows that the system recognizes
that the waitress picking up the fruit bowl is highly unlikely. However, in the event that she does
pick it up, the system predicts that she is most likely going to place it on a table, and displays 37
examples of conversations that occur when she does.
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Index Speech Act Conversation
12 EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "nice bananas"
ASSERTION WAITRESS: "bananas, we have thanks"
13 QUESTION WAITRESS: "fruit?"
14 EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "Magic "
15 ASSERTION WAITRESS: "compliments of the chef"
16 EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "ooh excellent"
ASSERTION WAITRESS: "This isn't even on the menu,"
1ASSERTION WAITRESS: "it's the chef's specialty"
ASSERTION WAITRESS: "our special promotion for the 100th costumer is this a free bowl of fruits"
18 EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "why thank you very much,"
ASSERTION CUSTOMER: "that's quite a surprise"
19 QUESTION CUSTOMER: "fancy a drink?"
QUESTION WAITRESS: "How's that?"
20 ASSERTION CUSTOMER: "that's bloody resourceful!"
EXPRESSIVE WAITRESS: "haha"
EXPRESSIVE CUSTOMER: "Dang, girli"
21 ASSERTION CUSTOMER: "That is serious fruitage!"
Figure 4-15: Browsing conversations after picking up fruit bowl, captured from 5,000 games.
In one game the customer compliments the bananas. In others the waitress offers a
complimentary bowl of fruit. The Plan Network captures dialogue that human scripters are
unlikely to include, because the Plan Network captures what people really do, rather than
scripting in anticipation of what they are likely to do.
4.2 Building Plan Networks
I will now describe the process of constructing a Plan Network. The first step is to compile a
lexicon of physical actions and a lexicon of words. Next physical actions are automatically
clustered to simplify the network. Finally, frequencies are computed for atoms in both of the
lexicons, where an atom refers to an individual action or word, and for transitions between
atoms.
4.2.1 Terminology and Representation
We need to define the terms action, action lexicon, language lexicon, and word before we can
proceed. An action is a manipulation of the world performed by an agent, the structure of which
will be examined shortly. An action lexicon is a catalogue of all unique actions observed in
5,000 games. We define word in the usual way, as an atomic unit of language with which
players construct speech acts. A language lexicon is a catalogue of all unique words we have
observed in 5,000 games, including slang, typos, abbreviations, and multiple tenses.
An action is represented in a logical format similar to a STRIPS operator, as described in Russell
and Norvig (1995). Each action is defined by a set of preconditions and effects, where
preconditions are world state variable criteria that must be met to activate this action, and effects
are assignments to world state variables upon completion. In addition, each action has a social
role requirement, and an interaction object. Actions are typically initiated through the user
interface when a player (of some social role) clicks on an object and selects an action from the
pop-up menu. Actions represent preconditions with a short list of variables localized to
describing only the actor and the interaction object.
Here is an example of an action representing a customer picking up a salad (with one bite taken)
from a table while sitting in a chair:
ACTION: PICKUP
REQUIREMENTS:
ROLE = CUSTOMER
OBJECT = Salad
PRECONDITIONS:
ACTOR::SITTINGON = Chair
OBJECT::ATTACHEDTO = NULL
OBJECT::DELETED = FALSE
OBJECT::ON = Table
OBJECT::SHAPE = Bitel
EFFECTS:
OBJECT::ATTACHEDTO = CUSTOMER
OBJECT::ON = NULL
Actions are learned automatically from data, and preconditions are assigned based on the current
state of the world at the time the action's execution was observed. The scope of the world state
considered for preconditions is limited to the acting agent and the object being acted upon. This
agent-centric world state representation is similar to that described in Orkin (2004, 2005, 2006).
No assumptions are made about which subset of preconditions are required for each type of
action. In other words, every action includes preconditions for SittingOn, AttachedTo, Deleted,
On, and Shape. The system does not have any prior knowledge of these actions, or restaurant
behavior in general. Learning restaurant behavior should be no different to the system than
learning behavior for hospitals, banks, or grocery stores. This leads to under-generalization,
meaning that the above action is unique from another action where the customer picks up the
salad while sitting on a stool, or standing, or picks up a salad with two bites taken. I will explain
shortly how opportunities can be exploited to cluster actions.
4.2.2 Building an Action Lexicon
As each gameplay log file is processed, unique actions that we have not previously observed are
added to the action lexicon. The first action observed is index one, the next non-identical action
is index 2 and so on. The action lexicon indices are used to compile gameplay logs down to a
compact form, more convenient for statistic analysis. Below is a graph of how the size of the
action lexicon grows as the system processes 5,000 games.
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Figure 4-16: Growth of action lexicon over 5,000 games.
After 5,000 games the action lexicon grows to 11,206 unique actions, and has not plateaued in
size. The maximum action lexicon size is 107,468, due to all possible combinations of variables
(e.g. eating salmon while sitting on a chair vs. eating salmon sitting on the microwave vs. eating
salmon sitting on the counter, etc). Details of calculating the maximum action lexicon size can
be found in Appendix B. After 5,000 games the action lexicon has only covered about 10% of
the possibility space (computed by dividing the observed 11,206 by the maximum 107,468).
Fortunately, social conventions lead the majority of combinations to be statistically unlikely,
hence the less than linear growth. Table 4-1 gives some statistics of game length.
Mean Median Mode Max
Actions per Game 84.96 77 75 919
Table 4-1: Game length statistics, based on 5,000 games.
4.2.3 Clustering Actions
Many of the objects in the world of the restaurant are functionally similar. If these objects can
be clustered, then the actions that refer to those objects can also be clustered, greatly reducing the
size of our action lexicon.
Objects are clustered in a bottom-up fashion following these steps: First, count how many games
include someone interacting with each object. Next, tabulate in how many games each action is
applied to each object. For example, count how many times a customer eats steak while sitting
at the table. Finally, count how many times an object provides context for an action taken on
another object. In the previous example, the table and chair are providing context for the action
of eating steak. Dividing the action and context counts by the total interaction count gives the
probability of an action being taken on an object, or an object providing context for an action.
Actions with probabilities above some chosen threshold are considered to be the affordances of
the object. Objects that have an identical list of affordances are clustered. For instance, chairs
are clustered with stools because customers sit on them, and salmon with steak because
customers eat them and waitresses pick them up from the counter. Keep in mind that actions
themselves are role-dependent, allowing the system to learn role-dependent affordances. Once
the clustering process is complete, clusters are manually inspected and assigned labels for
visualization purposes. Labels include concepts such as food, drinks, chairs, and dirty dishes.
Discriminating between the counter and the bar presents a problem for the method described thus
far. The system will not recognize that we pick up food from the counter and drinks from the
bar. The problem is that there are six types of beverages and nine types of food. The probability
of the bar or counter providing context is roughly equal for each of these items, and when
divided six or nine ways the probability of picking up any single item is low. To remedy this,
the action probabilities are normalized by the probability of the most likely interaction. The
most frequent interaction becomes 100% likely, and the rest are scaled proportionately. Now the
system can recognize that the bar provides context for picking up drinks, and the counter
provides context for food. This works because it is the relative frequencies of interaction that are
important in clustering.
There are still some objects that do not cluster well due to lack of data, such as pots and pans,
blenders and food processors. This is not much of a problem, because the lack of data indicates
that these items are less significant to the scenario we are trying to learn.
The benefit of clustering is that the number actions in our action lexicon can now be greatly
reduced by referencing clusters rather than individual items. A clustered action is a new action
that has a number of children, where the child actions are the original unclustered actions.
Eating salmon at the table is clustered with eating steak at the table, as children of a new action
for eatingfood at the table. After 5,000 games the clustered action lexicon has 7,086 actions.
The maximum possible action lexicon size is now 31,014 actions, as calculated in Appendix B.
Coverage of the possibility space has doubled to over 20% (computed by dividing the observed
7,086 by the maximum 31,014). The graph below illustrates the benefit of clustering on action
lexicon size.
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Figure 4-17: Growth of action lexicon, clustered and unclustered, over 5,000 games.
4.2.4 Building a Language Lexicon
Building a language lexicon is a more straight forward process. As new words are encountered
while processing gameplay logs, these words are added to the language lexicon. After 5,000
games, the language lexicon has 23,691 words. The maximum language lexicon size is literally
infinite due to slang, typos, abbreviations, tenses, and multiple languages. However, the growth
is less than linear due to some limitation on the range of words people typically use in a
restaurant scenario.
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Figure 4-18: Growth of language lexicon over 5,000 games.
Table 4-2 details statistics about speech acts and words in 5,000 games. The number of words
per speech act is limited by the interface's limit on the number of characters typed.
Mean Median Mode Max
Speech Acts per Game (All) 40.28 32 22 438
Speech Acts per Game (Waitress) 20.71 21 13 271
Speech Acts per Game (Customer) 19.72 15 8 320
Words per Speech Act (All) 4.07 3 1 31
Words per Speech Act (Waitress) 4.16 4 1 21
Words per Speech Act (Customer) 3.97 3 1 31
Total Number of Speech Acts 244,85
Table 4-2: Speech act statistics, based on 5,000 games.
4.2.5 N-gram Models of Language and Behavior
N-gram models refer to a statistical modeling technique from the field of Natural Language
Processing. Borrowing this technique, and applying it to both the language lexicon and action
lexicon gives a means of estimating the likelihood of new gameplay sessions, and quantitatively
evaluating how well the learned model of restaurant behavior and language correlates with
humans'.
An n-gram model estimates the likelihood of a sequence of words of length N by counting the
frequency of this sequence in a training corpus, and dividing by the total number of unique n-
grams. Unigrams estimate the likelihood of atomic words. Bigrams estimate the likelihood of
pairs of words. Trigram estimate triplets and so on. The likelihood of an entire sentence can be
estimated by iterating over every sequence of N words, and multiplying the n-gram probabilities
together. For example, estimating the likelihood of the sentence "The dog laughs." with trigrams
looks like this:
P(the, dog, laughs) = P(the I START)
x P(dog I START, the)
x P(laughs I the, dog)
x P(STOP | dog, laughs)
The trigram P(laughs I the, dog) is the probability of seeing "laughs" given that we have already
seen "the dog". Enclosing each sentence in START and STOP markers captures the probability
of starting or ending a sentence with a particular n-gram. In practice, instead of looking at the
product of probabilities, looking at the sum of the log probabilities keeps the likelihood from
going to zero. The above example becomes:
log P(the, dog, laughs) = log P(the I START)
+ log P(dog I START, the)
+ log P(laughs I the, dog)
+ log P(STOP | dog, laughs)
If all of the actions in an entire gameplay session are treated as one sentence, an n-gram model
can be used to estimate the likelihood of this sequence. Similarly, all of the words in all of the
speech acts in one gameplay session can be concatenated into one long sentence, to estimate the
likelihood of the sequence of words in one game. This provides two lenses through which new
gameplay sessions can be examined to assess their typicality. If the likelihoods assigned by the
action and language models correlate well with ratings of typicality by humans, then this
quantitatively shows that the learned Plan Network is a good representation of how humans think
about the restaurant scenario.
As illustrated by the figures this section, even after 5,000 games, the action lexicon and language
lexicon are still growing. Words could be clustered by lexical similarity, or by leveraging an
external source such as WordNet (1998), to gain similar benefits to those achieved in clustering
actions. This would decrease the rate of growth of the language lexicon, but would not eliminate
the growth. The probability calculations need to incorporate discounting and smoothing
techniques to counter the effects of data sparsity. In order to estimate the likelihood of
previously unseen action or word sequences or atoms, true counts are discounted in some way,
and the missing probability mass is distributed among previously unseen n-grams. I
implemented Katz Back-Off smoothing as described in Jurafsky & Martin (2000) and Manning
& Schltze (1999).
The Katz method computes a discounted maximum likelihood estimate for bigrams that do exist
in the corpus, and backs-off to an estimate defined in terms of unigram maximum likelihoods for
previously unseen bigrams. In the Katz formula, Count* refers to the true count discounted by
subtracting some discount factor.
Define two sets:
A(w,_1 ) = {w: Count(w,,, w) > 0}
B(w,1 ) = {w: Count(w,,, w) = 0}
The bigram model:
PKATZ (wi I wi-1) =
Count* (w,_1 w, )
Count(w_1 )
PML (wi)
1weB(w,_1 ) PML(w)
If w, e A(wi-1 )
If w, e B(w,_1 )
where a(w,1 ) = 1- I Count*(w_1,w)
weA(w ) Count(w__,)
Figure 4-19: Katz back-off model for bigrams.
Similarly, the Katz method computes a discounted maximum likelihood estimate for existing
trigrams, and backs-off to an estimate defined in terms of Katz bigrams for previously unseen
trigrams. This back-off technique continues up to the desired length of n-grams, each backing-
off to an estimate defined in terms of Katz n-grams one word smaller.
Define two sets:
A(w,_2,Wi ) = {w: Count(w, ,w,, ,w) > 0}
B(w,_2, w,-1 )= {w : Count(w,_2 , w, Iw) = 0}
The trigram model is defined in terms of the bigram model:
Count* (w,2 ,WI-1,W)
PZ(wi I Wi 2,w- 1) = Count(w-2 ,w-,1 )
KATZ , a(wi-2,wi-PKATZwi Wi-1)} weB(wi_2,Wi-1) PKATZ(WI wi- 1)
where a(w, 2 ,w, 1)=1 -
Figure 4-20: Katz back-off model for trigrams.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation, Results, and Discussion
I evaluated the system quantitatively by computing likelihood estimates for gameplay sessions
based on a combination of physical actions and words, and correlating these scores with human
ratings of the same sessions. The intuition is that if the system has learned a high quality Plan
Network for the restaurant scenario, it should exhibit a human-like ability to judge typical and
atypical behavior in the restaurant environment. The ability to judge typicality is a powerful
asset of a Plan Network that enables users of the system to automatically detect off-script
behavior; irregularities which would be undetectable with a hand crafted script. Behavior and
language estimated to be highly likely by the Plan Network represents the behavior and language
that can be expected from an agent driven by the learned model. Behavior and language
estimated to be unlikely provides a red flag, indicating that some action may be required on the
part of an agent to direct the scenario back towards typical behavior.
5.1 Tuning the System for Optimal Correlation
I randomly selected 200 log files that I set aside for validation and testing, and trained the system
on the remaining 5,000. I created a validation set by rating 100 of the set aside files on a one to
seven scale indicating how typical I felt the interaction was, with respect to typical restaurant
behavior and language in an English speaking country. Below are the guidelines I set for
evaluating typicality.
Rating Description
7 Perfect example of what you would expect to witness in a restaurant.
6 Pretty good example, with a couple of out of the ordinary events.
5 Generally what happens in a restaurant, with a handful of out of the ordinary events.
4 A fair amount of out of the ordinary behavior, while generally going through expected events.
3 Lots of out of the ordinary behavior, while generally going through expected events
2 Very little ordinary behavior for a restaurant
1 Not at all what people do in a restaurant
Table 5-1: Descriptions of typicality ratings given to raters.
I rated the games by reading the filtered log files, which look like the script illustrated in Figure
4-2, and assigning a single rating between one and seven. It took about six hours to rate 100
games. Below is a histogram of the ratings that I assigned.
Histogram of Ratings for Validation Set
Figure 5-1: Histogram of human ratings for validation set.
I computed likelihood scores for games by building an n-gram action model from the action
lexicon and an n-gram language model from the language lexicon, based on the 5,000 games in
the training set. The n-gram models estimated likelihood scores with Katz Back-Off smoothing
and a constant discount factor. I interpolated between the scores from the action model and the
language model to find an overall likelihood estimate for each game. I ran a number of
experiments to find the best combination of action and word n-grams of various lengths, and to
select the discount factor. The goal of the experiments was to maximize the correlation between
the likelihood scores and my ratings for the 100 games. Correlation was measured by computing
the Pearson's R correlation coefficient.
Figure 5-2 illustrates the effect of different discount factors on the correlation for various lengths
of n-grams of physical actions. I found that a discount of subtracting 0.5 from the true count
gave the best correlation over the variety of n-gram lengths. I used the discount factor of 0.5 in
all experiments from this point on in validation and testing.
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Figure 5-2: Effect of discount factor on correlation.
I estimated the likelihood of each game three times for each length of action model n-grams.
First, I estimated the likelihood based on the interleaved model containing actions from both the
customer and waitress. Next, I estimated the likelihood based on the role-specific model for
each social role, once ignoring customer actions and next ignoring waitress actions. Figure 5-3
shows that averaging the likelihoods of the separate models leads to a better correlation than can
be achieved with the interleaved model. Much of the time the two actors are engaging in
behavior in parallel, so the interleaved model is subjected to a great deal of noise in the transition
probabilities between actions. The separate models identify strange behavior on the part of
either character, and averaging the likelihoods from each separate model yields the best overall
perspective on typicality. The best correlation found overall was R = 0.633, based on averaging
likelihoods of action model 4-grams from separate waitress and customer models.
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between action model likelihoods and human ratings.Figure 5-3: Correlation
Figure 5-4 contains the top 20 action 4-gram plan fragments for the waitress found in the
validation set, and Figure 5-5 contains the top 20 action 4-gram plan fragments for the customer.
Figure 5-4: Top 20 waitress 4-gram plan fragments.
Customer 4-gram Plan Fragments
EATBeverage(Table) EATBeverage(Table) PICKUPFood(Table) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
EATFood(Table) EATBeverage(Table) LOOKATBill(Hand, UNPAID) PAYBill(Hand, PAID)
EATChef(Floor) EATFruit(DishWasher) EAT FoodPrep(TrashCompactor) EATFoodPrep(TrashCompactor)
EAT Fruit(DishWasher) EATFoodPrep(TrashCompactor) EATFoodPrep(TrashCompactor) EATFoodPrep(TrashCompactor)
PICKUPDirtyDish(Table) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Table) PICKUP Food(Table) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
EATBeverage(Table) PICKUP Food(Hand) PUTDOWNFood(Table) EATFood(Table)
GIVEBill(WAITRESS, UNPAID) EATTrash(Hand) EATTrash(Hand) EAT Trash(Hand)
EATFood(Table) EATFood(Table) PICKUPBill(Table, UNPAID) LOOKATBill(Hand, UNPAID)
GETOFFChair(Floor) SITON Menu(Table, Menu) GETOFFMenu(Table, Menu) SITONChair(Floor)
EATDirtyDish(Counter) EATMicrowave(DishWasher) EATFoodPrep(TrashCompactor) EATFoodPrep(TrashCompactor)
TOUCHFridge(Floor) TOUCHCounter(Floor) EATFoodPrep(TrashCompactor) EATFoodPrep(TrashCompactor)
EATBeverage(Hand) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Table) PICKUPBill(Table, UNPAID) LOOKATBill(Hand, UNPAID)
EAT DirtyDish(Table) EATDirtyDish(Table) EATFood(Table) EATFood(Table)
EATOldFood(Counter) EATWine(Bar) EATWine(Bar) EAT Wine(Bar)
EATBeverage(Hand) GIVEDirtyDish(WAITRESS) LOOKATBill(Hand, UNPAID) PAYBill(Hand, PAID)
EAT DirtyDish(Table) EAT DirtyDish(Table) EATFood(DirtyDish) EATFood(DirtyDish)
EATCounter(Floor) EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter)
PICKUPOldFood(Counter) EAT OldFood(Hand) EATOldFood(Hand) EATOldFood(Hand)
LOOKATFood(Table) EAT Beverage(Table) PICKUPFood(Table) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
EAT Wine(Table) EAT Beverage(Table) PICKUP Food(Table) PUTDOWN Food(Table)
Figure 5-5: Top 20 customer 4-gram plan fragments.
I repeated these experiments with the language model, and again found that averaging the
likelihoods from separate models yields a better correlation than that achieved by the interleaved
model. The average of the likelihoods from separate bigram models yields the best combined
correlation with R = 0.546. Interestingly, this is slightly lower than the best correlation for the
waitress-only bigram model, possibly indicating that the waitress's speech is more informative
than the customer's or their combined dialogue. However, due to the tiny discrepancy between
the two best R values, I chose to continue using the averaged bigram model for future
experiments to ensure that the customer speech was being taken into account.
75
Waitress 4-gram Plan Fragments
PUTDOWN OldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) PICKUPOldFood(Counter) PUTDOWNOldFood(Counter)
PICKUP_OldFood(Counter) PUTDOWNOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) PICKUPOldFood(Counter)
PUTDOWNBeverage(Table) LOOKATMenuBox(Floor) PICKUPFood(Counter) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter)
PICKUPFlower(Table) PUTDOWNFlower(Table) PICKUPFood(Counter) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
TOUCHFridge(Floor) PICKUPDirtyDish(Table) EATDirtyDish(WAITRESS) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Counter)
PICKUPDirtyDish(Counter) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter)
PICKUPBeverage(Table) PUTDOWNBeverage(Counter) PICKUPDirtyDish(Table) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Counter)
PICKUPDirtyDish(Table) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Counter) PICKUPDirtyDish(Table) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Counter)
PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Counter) PICKUP DirtyDish(Table) PICKUPCounter(Floor) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Counter)
PUTDOWN DirtyDish(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter)
PUTDOWNFood(Table) PUTDOWN Menu(MenuBox) PICKUPFood(Counter) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
PICKUPFood(Table) PUTDOWNFood(Table) PICKUPFood(Counter) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
GIVEBill(Hand, UNPAID) PUTDOWNBill(Register, PAID) PICKUPMenu(Table) PUTDOWNMenu(MenuBox)
EATOldFood(Counter) EAT OldFood(Counter) EATFood(Counter) EATFood(Counter)
TOUCHMicrowave(DishWasher) PUTDOWNFlower(Table) PICKUPFood(Counter) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
PICKUPDirtyDish(Table) PUTDOWNDirtyDish(Counter) EATDirtyDish(Table) PICKUPDirtyDish(Table)
EATFood(Counter) EAT Food(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter) EATOldFood(Counter)
PICKUPBeverage(Bar) PUTDOWNBeverage(Floor) PICKUPFood(Counter) PUTDOWNFood(Table)
PICKUP DirtyDish(Bar) PUTDOWN DirtyDish(Counter) EAT OldFood(Counter) EAT OldFood(Counter)
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Figure 5-6: Correlation between language model likelihoods and human ratings.
Table 5-2 lists the top 40 most probable bigrams for waitresses and customers found in the
validation set. Note that punctuation has been removed, all words have been forced to
lowercase, and misspellings come directly from the data.
Waitress Bigrams
folow me
follow me
supposed to
thank you
excuse me
restrount plz
trying to
vegetable soup
nectarine tart
interest you
berry pie
por favor
let me
du jour
sort of
cobb salad
grilled salmon
youd like
hold on
anyhting else
twilight zone
blueberry pie
white wine
red wine
anyting else
would you
may i
show you
glass of
woud you
shut up
help you
main course
serving you
such a
helo thar
anything else
cup of
calling the
united states
Table 5-2: Top 40 bigrams for waitresses
Next I ran experiments to investigate the effect of averaging the likelihoods from the action and
language models. The likelihoods for each model are themselves computed by averaging the
likelihoods of the separate role-specific models. Figure 5-7 illustrates that for any length of n-
grams, averaging the action and language models leads to better correlation with human ratings
than either model alone.
Customer Bigrams
excuse me
supposed to
thank you
berry pie
du jour
followed by
cobb salad
grilled salmon
vegetable soup
trying to
nectarine tart
piece of
may i
glass of
iced tea
veg soup
let me
slice of
cob salad
id like
cup of
white wine
shut up
de jour
refuse to
red wine
thatll be
allergic to
charge me
kind of
bring me
cheese cake
filet mignon
worked here
ru
meet you
main course
can i
going to
cherry cheesecake
and customers.
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Figure 5-7: Correlation between n-gram model likelihoods and human ratings.
Having determined that averaging likelihoods from action model 4-grams, and language model
bigrams yields the best respective correlations with human ratings, and averaging action and
language models outperforms either model alone, my next goal was to find the best overall
combination achievable by interpolating between likelihoods for actions and language. Figure 5-
8 details various combinations of actions and language, with the peak at R = 0.782 with 25%
physical actions and 75% words. The extents of the graph show the correlation based on only
language on the left and actions only on the right.
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Figure 5-8: Correlation between interpolated likelihoods combining actions and language and human ratings.
Figure 5-9 re-presents these results more clearly, challenging the old adage that actions speak
louder than words. On their own, the likelihoods estimated by the action model do correlate
better with human ratings than the language model, but the combination of the two correlates
significantly better, with an interpolation that favors the language model 75 to 25. This is an
interesting counter-intuitive result, given that Figure 5-7 shows the action model consistently
outperforming the language model.
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Figure 5-9: Effect of interpolating action and language models on correlation for the validation set.
The final figure in this section renders the scatter plot of the relationship between likelihood
scores estimated by the best interpolated combination from above and human ratings. Pearson's
R = 0.782 shows a strongly significant correlation for 100 games. With 100 games, a correlation
of .254 or greater is significant at the .01 level (p<.O 1).
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Figure 5-10: Scatter plot of correlation between likelihoods and human ratings.
Based on the scatter plot, it looks like 0.04 is a good threshold for discriminating between typical
and atypical gameplay sessions. Ignoring the eight games that I rated as neutral, and considering
anything above four to be typical, and below four atypical, the model's binary classification
results are presented in Table 5-3.
Rating > 4 (Typical) Rating < 4 (Atypical)
Likelihood > 0.04 (Typical) 35 True Positives 11 False Positives
Likelihood <= 0.04 (Atypical) 8 False Alarms 38 True Negatives
Table 5-3: Binary classification matrix comparing estimated likelihoods to human ratings.
If the likelihood threshold of 0.04 was used as the criteria for filtering which gameplay sessions
to include in the visualization graphs described in Chapter 4, 81% of games that I rated as typical
would be incorporated into the graphs, and 78% of atypical examples would be filtered out.
5.2 Testing the System
The evaluation demonstrated that the likelihood scores estimated by the Plan Network correlate
well with my ratings of 100 games. To test the system, I had 10 people who were not involved
with the development of the project rate 300 games. These ratings were compared to likelihoods
estimated using the best parameters found in the evaluation.
I randomly selected 200 gameplay log files from the training set to add to the 100 I had
originally set aside for testing, for a total of 300 test games. I kept the 100 games from the
validation set out completely so as not to introduce any bias during testing, and retrained a new
Plan Network with the remaining 4,800 games. None of the 300 games used for testing were
included in the 4,800 games used to train the new Plan network. Each of the ten raters received
40 games to rate on a one to seven scale of typicality. Everyone was given the same ten games
from the validation set, and a unique set of 30 games from the test set. I hand selected the ten
games from the validation set to ensure raters were given an even spread of typical and atypical
games. The overlapping ratings of validation set games gave me some means of ensuring that all
of the raters understood and followed instructions.
5.2.1 Inter-Rater Agreement
Figure 5-11 displays the ratings that each of the ten raters assigned to each of the ten games in
the validation set. Overall, the raters generally agreed within one unit of typicality. Game four
caused raters the most confusion due to people playing the game in a foreign language. Despite
explicit instructions to rate typicality based on expected behavior in a restaurant in an English
speaking country, rating varied widely from two to six. My own rating for this game was two.
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Figure 5-11: Human inter-rater agreement.
I formally measured inter-rater agreement with the R statistical package's implementation of
Light's weighted Kappa for N raters. This is a metric of inter-annotator agreement between 0.0
7 8 9 10
and 1.0 for non-categorical, real valued ratings. I found Kappa = 0.8643515. I also computed
the average correlation between any pair of raters, and found the mean Pearson's R = 0.899.
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Figure 5-12: Rater agreement with my ratings, based on mode of 10 rater's ratings.
Figure 5-12 shows how well the ten raters agreed with my ratings. Based on the mode of ten
ratings for each game, the raters generally agree with my ratings. However, comparing the
histogram of ratings in Figure 5-13 to the histogram of my ratings in Figure 5-1 uncovers a
discrepancy in the handling of neutral ratings for games. I tended to rate games above or below
four, choosing not to rate games as neutral, while the other raters chose neutral most often. This
is a notable difference in the way games were rated during validation and testing that may have
contributed to a slight difference in the final correlation found between the system's likelihood
rating and human ratings of typicality during validation and testing.
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Figure 5-13: Histogram of human ratings for test set.
5.2.2 Test Results
I computed the correlation between the human ratings for the 300 games in the test set, and the
likelihood scores estimated with the parameters found experimentally in the evaluation - the 25 /
75 combination of likelihoods from the action model and language model, with action 4-grams
averaged over social roles, and language bigrams averaged over social roles. The result was a
Pearson's R = 0.576 correlation coefficient, which is strongly significant for 300 games. With
300 games, a correlation of .147 or greater is significant at the .01 level (p<.01).
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Figure 5-14: Scatter plot of correlation between likelihoods and human ratings.
The correlation in the test set is slightly lower than in the validation set, which can be attributed
to a number of causes. The test set is three times as large, and may have contained more
variation. The raters were unfamiliar with the data, and did not share my intimate knowledge of
the game and learning process. Regardless of these issues, there was still a strong correlation,
indicating that it is possible to learn a Plan Network from video game data that does reflect
human judgment of typicality. Figure 5-15 illustrates that the test set follows the same
progression of improvement when comparing correlation with the language model, the action
model, and the interpolated model.
Figure 5-15: Effect of interpolating action and language models on correlation for the test set.
If the likelihood threshold of 0.04 is applied to the test set, Table 5-4 details the system's
performance on the binary classification task of identifying typical and atypical gameplay
sessions. The Plan Network correctly identifies 75% of the games that humans rated as typical,
and filters out 75% of the games that humans found to be atypical.
Rating > 4 (Typical) Rating < 4 (Atypical)
Likelihood > 0.04 (Typical) 99 True Positives 32 False Positives
Likelihood <= 0.04 (Atypical) 33 False Alarms 85 True Negatives
Table 5-4: Binary classification matrix comparing estimated likelihoods to human ratings.
5.3 System Successes and Failures
Figure 5-16 is a graph visualization of customer behavior in a game rated as a seven by a human,
with a high likelihood estimate from the system (above 0.1). The player's actions are
highlighted by the blue nodes, connected with bold edges. The player's actual behavior follows
an existing path in the customer Plan Network.
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Figure 5-16: Graph of customer behavior in a game rated typical by humans and the system.
CUSTOMER PICKUP MenuiTabe Char
The graph only represents the physical behavior. It is possible to find games where the physical
behavior is typical, but the language is not, and the system can successfully identify these as
well. Figure 5-17 contains an excerpt from a game where the waitress and customer engage in
ordinary behavior such as eating food and paying bills, but the dialogue between them reveals
that the customer is trying to leave without paying, and trying to take the waitress home with
him. Here the human rating is two, and the system estimates a likelihood of below 0.03. The
typicality of physical behavior is estimated as highly likely with a score over 0.09, but the
unusual language forces the combined likelihood below the threshold of typical behavior. In a
similar manner, games played in a foreign language can be easily identified. The system is also
sensitive to out of the ordinary word ordering, allowing detection of games containing broken
English.
39319352 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
39319352 WAITRESS: "welcome!!"
39345836 CUSTOMER: "i wanna eat some food"
39354274 CUSTOMER: "i havent eaten in eight days"
39355633 WAITRESS: "have a sit... and enjoy!"
39359992 CUSTOMER: "stupid heroin addiction"
39361211 CUSTOMER WALKS TO tablel
39365742 CUSTOMER SITSON chair3
39373102 WAITRESS PICKSUP Menu
39374055 WAITRESS WALKS TO tablel
39379024 WAITRESS GIVES Menu TO CUSTOMER
39383039 CUSTOMER LOOKSAT Menu
39394539 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
39394539 WAITRESS: "hungry ah?"
39403071 CUSTOMER: "gimme a filet mignon and six beers"
39408461 WAITRESS: "six???"
39411117 CUSTOMER: "yes i've had a very bad day"
39422242 CUSTOMER GIVES Menu TO WAITRESS
39428539 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
39428539 WAITRESS: "well.. ok... but it's better to drink one at a time..."
39453727 CUSTOMER: "what are you, my mother"
39456836 WAITRESS: "or they'll get warm!!!"
39777071 (CONVERSATION BETWEEN CUSTOMER AND WAITRESS]
39784742 WAITRESS: "are leaving so fast???"
39794430 CUSTOMER: "i'm an american baby, I do whatever I want"
39808024 WAITRESS: "ok... but I thought... you... would want me to"
39829117 WAITRESS: "come with you for a walk after work..."
39833649 CUSTOMER: "I'll give you a "tip," if thats what you're asking for"
39856274 WAITRESS: "well... to be honest... you still have to pay the bill!"
39865242 CUSTOMER: "lets go back inside so you can get paid, then you come home with m"
39869227 CUSTOMER WALKS TO podium
39871742 WAITRESS WALKS TO podium
39881071 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
39881071 WAITRESS: "ok... wait a minute..."
39895680 WAITRESS TOUCHES Register
39917242 Bill APPEARS ON Podium
39917242 ITEMO="FILET MIGNON"
39917242 ITEM 1 ="LOBSTER THERMADOR"
39917242 ITEM2="BERRY PIE"
39917242 ITEM3="BEER"
39922352 WAITRESS PICKSUP Bill
39926633 WAITRESS GIVES Bill TO CUSTOMER
39937336 CUSTOMER UNDERPAYS Bill BY $0.29
39945586 CUSTOMER GIVES Bill TO WAITRESS
39945867 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
39957836 WAITRESS: "I think it's ok!"
39964852 CUSTOMER: "look lady, you're hot to trot, and we're going to shower together now"
39965992 WAITRESS: "you've been very kind..."
39982649 WAITRESS WALKS TO podium
39990117 WAITRESS PUTSDOWN Bill ON Register
39990217 WAITRESS EARNS $25.28
40054992 (CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
40054992 WAITRESS: "moron!!!! I'm not coming with you..."
40081321 WAITRESS: " it was a trick to convince you to PAY!!!"
Figure 5-17: Game with typical physical behavior, but atypical language.
Figure 5-18 illustrates the Plan Network detecting off-script behavior in a game rated as a three
by a human, and below 0.04 by the system. The customer stands up after looking at the menu,
then sits down again. Even more alarming, the customer picks up the flower from his table, and
then grabs the cash register before exiting the restaurant (without paying his bill)! The off-script
actions and decisions are illustrated with red nodes and edges inserted manually into the
automatically generated visualization.
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Figure 5-18: Graph of customer behavior in a game rated atypical by humans and the system.
The figures above demonstrate system successes, however relying on statistics and Markovian
assumptions will not always lead to successful detection of typical behavior. There are a number
of ways to confuse the system. Sometimes players engage in conversation about topics outside
of the scope of the scenario, introducing new vocabulary in an otherwise typical play through.
The unrecognized words lead the system to assign a low likelihood to a game that humans rate as
typical. Other times, players repeat typical restaurant language and behavior an atypical number
of times.
7790428 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CHEF]
7790428 WAITRESS: "cherry pie"
7791428 Pie APPEARS ON Counter
7792398 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CHEF]
7792398 WAITRESS: "cherry pie"
7793398 Pie APPEARS ON Counter
7795368 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CHEF]
7795368 WAITRESS: "cherry pie"
7796368 Pie APPEARS ON Counter
7799388 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN CUSTOMER, WAITRESS, AND CHEF]
7799388 CUSTOMER: "big fun. How about beer?"
7805449 WAITRESS: "Sure"
7806563 WAITRESS WALKS TO bar
7808035 CUSTOMER WALKS TO bar
7809897 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND BARTENDER]
7809897 WAITRESS: "beer"
7810897 Beer APPEARS ON Bar
7814023 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN CUSTOMER, WAITRESS, AND BARTENDER]
7814023 CUSTOMER: "beer"
7815004 CUSTOMER: "beer"
7815023 Beer APPEARS ON Bar
7816004 Beer APPEARS ON Bar
7816252 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN CUSTOMER, WAITRESS, AND BARTENDER]
7816252 CUSTOMER: "beer"
7817252 Beer APPEARS ON Bar
Figure 5-19: Waitress and customer order lots of pie and beer.
Figure 5-19 displays an excerpt from a game where the waitress and customer cooperatively fill
the restaurant with pie and beer. The human rater rated this game a two, but the system's failure
to assign a low likelihood supports Chomsky's observation (1957) that statistics can never fully
capture the potentially infinitely recursive nature of language. The action model fails to
recognize this odd behavior due to the fact that the repeated physical behavior is actually
performed by the staff, placing items on the counter and bar, but the Plan Network only models
the customer and waitress. Even if the Plan Network incorporated a model of the staff, ordering
several dishes or beverages is not out of the ordinary, but ordering the same item multiple, times
is. This is one case where the loss of precision due to clustering leads to a false positive.
The Plan Network also has trouble with games that are atypically short or truncated. Figure 5-20
contains an entire script for a short game.
10276248 WAITRESS APPEARS ON Floor
10290546 WAITRESS WALKS TO podium
10314559 WAITRESS PICKSUP Menu
10327579 WAITRESS PUTSDOWN Menu ON MenuBox
10328814 WAITRESS WALKS TO table4
10331098 CUSTOMER APPEARS ON Terrain
10333102 WAITRESS PICKSUP OLD Salad Bite3
10334051 WAITRESS WALKS BETWEEN counter AND table2
10338177 WAITRESS PUTSDOWN OLDSaladBite3 ON Counter
10338646 CUSTOMER WALKS BETWEEN tablel AND table4
10339216 WAITRESS WALKS TO table4
10340177 OLD Salad Bite3 DISAPPEARS
10343134 WAITRESS PICKSUP table4
10349884 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN CUSTOMER AND WAITRESS]
10349884 CUSTOMER: "hello?"
10350317 WAITRESS PICKSUP OLDBill
10351548 WAITRESS WALKS TO podium
10354500 WAITRESS PUTSDOWN OLDBill ON Register
10354600 WAITRESS EARNS $21.05
10354600 OLDBill DISAPPEARS
10357340 WAITRESS WALKS TO table4
10363532 CUSTOMER SITSON chair3
10372758 [CONVERSATION BETWEEN WAITRESS AND CUSTOMER]
10372758 WAITRESS: "hi sir, can i get you a drink?"
10385635 CUSTOMER: "hello?"
10395154 WAITRESS: "can i get you a drink?"
10401162 CUSTOMER: "no!"
10406013 WAITRESS: "nice one"
10414001 CUSTOMER STANDSUP FROM chair3
10438580 CUSTOMER WALKS TO ExitTrigger(ExitTrigger)
Figure 5-20: Complete script for a very short game.
A human can recognize that this is not a typical restaurant experience, even though the actions
and words it is composed of are typical. Humans evaluate games based on both what did and
what did not happen, and they are aware that this game is strange because the customer refused
service and exited the restaurant without ordering, eating, or paying a bill. The system needs
some representation of the typical structure of a game to recognize that it is out of the ordinary
for a customer to just stand up and exit without having a meal. The current Plan Network
implementation only has access to a local representation of the expected sequence of events. It
cannot identify gross absences.
Chapter 6
Contributions and Future Work
This thesis has demonstrated that it is possible to not only collect a large quantity of data with a
multiplayer video game, but also data of high quality that accurately reflects typical human
behavior and language. A methodology has been described to learn a Plan Network from this
data that can be visualized as a graph, and interactively browsed to view conversations clustered
by context. A quantitative measure has been applied to a random selection of 300 games,
positively correlating the Plan Network's estimate of likelihood with ratings from ten humans.
The Restaurant Game was quickly constructed for data collection purposes, and is hardly a game
at all. Yet, this restaurant simulation provided enough entertainment to capture behavior from
over 5,000 people. With hundreds of thousands of people online in Second Life, and millions
playing The Sims and World of Warcraft, the potential for using games to learn about humans is
enormous.
The data analysis performed so far only scratches the surface of a rich research area. The system
failures in Chapter 5 illustrate the need for additional representations of learned behavior that
capture the large scale structure of the narrative, possibly in the form of a plan grammar. A
context-sensitive grammar may be able to detect games with atypical omissions of behavior,
such as exiting the restaurant without paying the bill.
Even a perfect representation of the scenario learned from The Restaurant Game will not fully
reflect all that humans know about restaurants. The Plan Network only provides representations
of observable intentions, such as eating food, and paying bills. The data provided from log files
does not explicitly indicate whether the customer left a large tip because he was trying to impress
the waitress, or was just happy with his experience. A more robust model would incorporate
knowledge from other sources as well; perhaps transcripts from films and television shows, or
text from web sites about restaurants. These additional sources of knowledge could allow the
system to make inferences about unobservable intentions.
This thesis began with the statement that conversation is a collaboration, yet the best likelihood
estimations are achieved by learning separate models for the two social roles. Ultimately, an
additional unified model of the interaction dynamics between the customer and waitress is
desirable, because an agent who's behavior is driven by the Plan Network will need to
understand when to expect the other actor to take a turn. The nodes of the Plan Network already
contain the knowledge required to build the unified model, in the form of action preconditions.
For example, the customer's behavior model includes an edge from looking at the menu to eating
food. In between, a waitress must put food on the table for the customer to eat. The
preconditions of eating food require food to be on the table, providing the required knowledge
that interaction between the waitress and customer is required between looking at the menu and
eating food. Implementation of the unified model of interaction dynamics remains for future
work. Ideally the Plan Network will also scale to handle more than two simultaneous actors.
Despite the issues raised above, the Plan Network in its current form is already useful. Plan
Networks allow humans to visualize norms that emerge from thousands of people interacting in
the same environment, and may expose unexpected behavior or user interface confusion. A
system that can predict and suggest socially appropriate actions and utterances could open the
door to new types of communication aids, assisting people with Autism or other neurological
disorders affecting social behavior. The ability to recognize atypical behavior and language not
only enhances visualizations, but can also filter data used to teach an agent appropriate behavior,
and to recognize off-script behavior in real-time. Perhaps the chef starts a small fire in the
kitchen to distract a player who was detected taking the scenario in an atypical direction with
erratic behavior or out of vocabulary language. Course correction like this may improve games,
but would be especially useful in training simulations; one of the many potential application
areas for socially aware, conversational role-playing agents. In the future, conversational agents
powered by Plan Networks may provide new experiences in gameplay and training, allow new
ways to practice foreign languages, and act as digital extras in animated films and machinima.
Of course, there is more work to be done before Plan Networks can drive agents in interactive
applications. A future goal for this work is to automate conversational characters in a new
single-player restaurant game, fulfilling the promise made to participants on the project web
page.
Appendix A
Clusters
Below are the clusters found with the method described in section 4.2.3. The cluster names in
brackets after the items are assigned manually by inspecting the automatically generated clusters.
These labels are only used for visualization purposes.
Items that are created after the game starts are tagged as dynamic objects with the addition of
".dyn" to their names. Note that the restaurant always starts in the same state, with one dirty
table covered with half eaten salad, salmon, beer, and wine, and a paid bill. Also, an old pie and
lobster are always sitting on the counter when the game starts.
This clustering technique does a good job of clustering the objects most commonly interacted
with in the restaurant scenario: food, drinks, and dirty dishes. This technique also successfully
distinguishes between the half eaten salad, salmon, beer and wine that are already on the dirty
table from fresh items ordered from the chef.
CLUSTERO=Brandy,Wine,Bottle [Liquor]
CLUSTER1 =DishWasher [DishWasher]
CLUSTER2=Stove [Stove]
CLUSTER3=Bar [Bar]
CLUSTER4=Stool,Chair [Chair]
CLUSTER5=Cuisinart [Cuisinart]
CLUSTER6=FoodPrep [FoodPrep]
CLUSTER7=Microwave [Microwave]
CLUSTER8=Pan [Pan]
CLUSTER9=Pot [Pot]
CLUSTER10=Fridge [Fridge]
CLUSTER 11 =TrashCompactor [TrashCompactor]
CLUSTER12=Table [Table]
CLUSTER13=Lobster,Pie [OldFood]
CLUSTER14=Counter [Counter]
CLUSTER15=Trash [Trash]
CLUSTER16=Podium [Podium]
CLUSTER1 7=Fruit [Fruit]
CLUSTER18=Flower [Flower]
CLUSTER19=Blender [Blender]
CLUSTER20=Register [Register]
CLUSTER21 =Chef [Chef]
CLUSTER22=Bartender [Bartender]
CLUSTER23=Salmon, RedWine,Salad,Beer,Glass,Plate,WineGlass,Bowl,TeaCup,Mug [DirtyDish]
CLUSTER24=Bill [OldBill]
CLUSTER25=lnterior [Interior]
CLUSTER26=WAITRESS [WAITRESS]
CLUSTER27=CUSTOMER [CUSTOMER]
CLUSTER28=Menu.dyn [Menu]
CLUSTER29=Vase [Vase]
CLUSTER30=Filet.dyn,Spaghetti.dyn,Salmon.dyn,Salad.dyn,Lobster.dyn,Soup.dyn,
Cheesecake.dyn,Tart.dyn,Pie.dyn [Food]
CLUSTER31=Beer.dyn,RedWine.dyn,Water.dyn,WhiteWine.dyn,Tea.dyn,Coffee.dyn [Beverage]
CLUSTER32=WineEmpty [WineEmpty]
CLUSTER33=Bill.dyn [Bill]
CLUSTER34=Trash_Empty,[TrashEmpty]
CLUSTER35=FruitBowl [FruitBowl]
CLUSTER36=Terrain [Terrain]
CLUSTER37=FoodPrepEmpty [FoodPrepEmpty]
CLUSTER38=BrandyEmpty [BrandyEmpty]
CLUSTER39=BottleEmpty [BottleEmpty]
Appendix B
Maximum Action Lexicon Size
This appendix details the calculation of the total number of possible combinations and
permutations of action types, roles, and variable assignments that define the maximum size of the
action lexicon. This process is repeated for unclustered and clustered actions.
The full list of objects is available in Appendix A. These objects can be divided into groups
based on whether they are consumable, movable, or immovable. Consumable objects change
shape with each bite, and can also be moved.
Players may take nine different actions: PickUp, PutDown, Give, SitOn, GetOff, LookAt, Eat,
Touch, and Pay. PutDown and Give only apply to objects that can be picked up. Pay only
applied to bills. The other six actions may be applied to any object.
B.1 Unclustered Actions
The restaurant has a total of 28 consumable objects, 50 moveable objects, and 14 immovable
objects. Any non-dynamic object may be treated as a surface to put something down on top of.
There are 50 possible surfaces.
Variations of PutDown and Give:
Moveable: 2 roles x 50 objects x 50 surfaces = 5,000
Consumable: 2 roles x 28 objects x 50 surfaces x 3 states = 8,400
Total number of actions: 2 x (5,000 + 8,400)= 26,800
Variations of PickUp, SitOn, GetOff, LookAt, Eat, and Touch:
Immovable: 2 roles x 14 objects = 28
Moveable: 2 roles x 50 objects x 50 surfaces = 5,000
Consumable: 2 roles x 28 objects x 50 surfaces x 3 states = 8,400
Total number of actions: 6 x (28 + 5,000 + 8,400) = 80,568
Variations of Pay:
Bills: 2 roles x 50 surfaces = 100
Total number of possible actions:
26,800 + 80,568 + 100 = 107,468
The system observed 11,206 actions in 5,000 games, which covers 10.43% of the possibility
space.
B.2 Clustered Actions
Once objects are clustered, there are 9 clusters of consumable objects, 25 clusters of moveable
objects, and 13 clusters of immovable objects. There are 37 clusters for possible surfaces.
Variations of PutDown and Give:
Moveable: 2 roles x 25 clusters x 37 surface clusters = 1,850
Consumable: 2 roles x 9 clusters x 37 surface clusters x 3 states = 1,998
Total number of actions: 2 x (1,850 + 1,998)= 7,696
Variations of PickUp, SitOn, GetOff, LookAt, Eat, and Touch:
Immovable: 2 roles x 13 clusters = 26
Moveable: 2 roles x 25 clusters x 37 surface clusters = 1,850
Consumable: 2 roles x 9 clusters x 37 surface clusters x 3 states = 1,998
Total number of actions: 6 x (26 + 1,850 + 1,998) = 23,244
Variations of Pay:
Bills: 2 roles x 37 surface clusters = 74
Total number of possible actions:
7,696 + 23,244 + 74 = 31,014
The system observed 7,086 clustered actions in 5,000 games, which covers 22.85% of the
possibility space. The coverage of the possibility space has more than doubled by clustering.
Appendix C
Learned Language Lexicon
This appendix contains the complete learned language lexicon, sorted by word frequency.
Words have been forced to lowercase, and punctuation has been stripped.
[4649] you [4596] i [4543] a [4198] the [4192] please [3980] have [3918] to [3731] and [3434] like [3403] can [3284] me [3212] is [3189] for
[3114] your [3010] would [3006] yes [2971] what [2965] no, thank [2956] hello [2914] are [2888] get [2839] that [2837] of [2780] it [2743] ok
[2597] thanks [2571] im [2500] here [2453] do [2441] my [2435] ill [2430] sir [2383] wine [2376] be [2329] beer [2286] menu [2281] good
[2255] this [2251] drink [2237] with [2187] anything [2112] just [2080] else [2057] on [2029] right [2005] water [1991] there [1987] how [1982]
go [1975] will [1960] one [1946] bill [1932] in [1926] some [1902] soup [1880] take [1875] sure [1871] hi [1825] check [1819] sorry [1789]
want [1784] table [1770] not [1738] was [1737] now [1726] so [1658] seat [1656] welcome [1615] dont [1592] red [1552] up [1547] nice [1540]
its [1532] sit [1516] salad [1513] or [1475] oh, well [1459] all [1390] come [1370] very [1365] glass [1350] but [1328] we [1325] if [1321] order
[1315] more [1308] lobster [1299] back [1276] may [1273] see [1260] eat [1256] pie [1238] where [1219] u [1202] know [1200] day [1191] then
[1187] thats [1173] something [1169] too [1166] bye [1165] at [1160] am [1136] white [1113] think [1079] did [1068] great [1064] need [1056]
could [1045] out [1040] ready [1037] much [1036] another, from [1034] start [1025] about [1014] pay [1010] again [982] hey [976] filet [971]
dessert [960] coffee [955] spaghetti [954] follow [952] any [950] today [906] salmon [901] let [898] youre [894] enjoy [874] coming [872] give
[871] tart [866] okay [842] time [834] fine, food [815] cheesecake [808] way [800] why [791] steak [789] lol [773] yeah [765] problem [760]
away [753] course [752] look [743] cobb [730] down [722] mignon [717] tea [705] our [697] as [695] meal [689] help [688] off [685] when [665]
id [651] didnt [646] berry [639] house [638] really [634] got [620] bring [615] first, going [610] evening [606] name [598] an, thing [590] hope,
were [586] done [583] flowers, had [582] waitress [580] moment [579] cant [552] by [547] tip [544] whats [533] grilled, nectarine [531] alright,
only [527] over [524] free [521] jour [519] money [515] wait [506] chef [505] make [504] try [496] tell [492] lets [491] say [485] vegetable [484]
should [482] everything [479] looks [476] been [460] ya [455] put [453] specials [452] maybe [446] delicious [444] restaurant [440] they [436]
du [431] leave [430] haha [424] hungry, wow [417] cake [415] cool [414] excuse [413] dinner [411] ah, heres [410] cherry, desert [402] game
[399] anywhere [394] ive [392] love [390] ask [387] excellent [382] little [377] also, better, kind [373] doing [367] bit, sounds, work [363] old
[361] hear [358] guess [357] soon [356] mean [354] place, though [353] he [350] choice [346] tonight [345] new [340] service, special [339]
hmm [335] before [334] them [333] mind [332] certainly [331] main [325] still, ur [320] call [319] actually [318] while [317] night [315] must,
said [314] marinara [312] o [310] bar [308] r [307] thankyou [305] other [303] long [301] yourself [300] customer, theres [298] two [293] cheese
[288] care [287] shall, um [286] thought, yet [282] after, pretty [280] lovely [279] man [278] finished [277] these [275] pick [273] bad [268]
wanna [265] quite [263] recommend [262] around, never [261] has, perhaps [260] minute [253] job [252] goodbye [251] cup [247] fun, real,
wont [245] window [241] does [240] lot, nope [239] best, register [237] miss [236] ate, k [234] later [233] spagetti, those [232] second [230]
wonderful [229] d, isnt [227] even, find [226] already, youd [224] who [223] last, people [222] big, bitch, us [221] de [220] yea [219] enjoyed,
gonna [218] bottle [216] many [215] might, use [214] serve [213] plate [211] paid, than [210] eating [209] enough, hehe, next [208] mmm [207]
ever, girl [206] made, nothing, talk [205] cash, coffe [204] beers [202] guy, hot, outside [201] trying [200] plz [199] feel [197] myself [196]
bartender, stop [195] tasty [194] always, huh, show [193] play [192] wrong [191] doesnt [190] few [187] home [186] ha, same [185] maam [184]
anyway [182] fuck [181] live [179] sweet [178] customers, having [177] forgot [176] because, drunk, glad [175] life [174] fruit, oops [173]
funny, getting [172] full, hmmm, uh, wanted [171] ass, looking, things [170] decided, havent [169] him, indeed, working, yo [168] keep, meet, y
[167] hows, left, starter [165] thermador, yep [164] refill, wish [163] youll [162] bite [161] drinks [160] join [158] wat [157] paying [155] which
[154] boy [153] p, pleasure, umm, youve [152] finish [150] being, stuff, yours [149] hold [148] fresh [147] charge, seem [146] mine [145] clean,
dear, t [144] afraid, move [143] dishes, offer, ordered, s, someone [142] gave, yummy [140] cheers, stay [139] ahh [137] believe, eh, hard, hurry
[136] gotta [135] seems [134] into [133] god, yup [132] taste, wheres [131] cold, w [130] speak [129] baby, trash [128] slow [127] arent, fillet,
nah, todays [126] hahaha, run [125] empty, his, most [124] fast, talking [123] behind [122] choose, hell, since [121] person [120] head, thx [119]
busy, damn [118] board, both, mam, starters, walk [117] playing, sec [116] fish, leaving [115] perfect, prefer, whatever [114] cheescake, idea,
once, waiting [113] clear, cook, happy, worry, yum [112] awesome, hes, read, shit [111] mmmm, watch [110] compliments, minutes [109]
sitting, wasnt [108] english, ouch, understand, view, wherever [106] asked, grab, three, told, took [105] vase, whenever [104] chair, far [103]
ahead, catch [102] heard, remember, seated, used, waiter, whine [101] flower, kitchen, says, sex, such [100] brandy, decide, glasses, pasta, started
[99] rather, rude, theyre [98] crazy, e, interesting, m, own, years [97] buy, gimme, probably, suggest, tables, wouldnt [96] asking, forget [95]
breakfast, her [94] friend, quick, survey [93] beautiful, instead, taking, without [92] lady, she, weird [91] afternoon, couldnt, microwave, woman
[90] shortly, tried [89] bet, extra, question, rest [88] came, either, face, fantastic [87] open, server, thatll, through [86] bon, c, drinking, every,
male, pleas, ty [85] dude, piece, police, went [84] cheque, friends, hand, kinda [83] alrighty, bowl, cute, thirsty [82] ago, alone, cause, end, room
[81] heh, kidding, type [80] suppose, true [79] business, dollars, female, garbage, makes, set [78] bathroom, chance, floor, hit, interest, meat, part,
year [77] bout, close, eaten [76] appetizer, lunch, morning, near, touch [75] b, change, counter, eyes, favorite, hate, school, stupid, wall [74]
entree, guys, n, serving, town, ummm, vodka, world [73] anyone, ow, student, tastes, till, xd [72] almost, inside, sound, win [71] absolutely,
computer, date, mistake, played, road, ta, texas [70] break, desserts, gone, hon, ice, sexy [69] anymore, bored, days, dish, least, lots, manager,
ohh, side, thanx, trouble [68] add, babe, front, ooh, st, suck, wtf [67] age, dirty, england, fucking, hurt, pardon, seen, times [66] alot, fill, quiet,
stand, supposed, whole [65] correct, er, expensive, meart, medium, rare, square, staff, starving [64] ahhh, beverage, college, drive, number, pls,
saw [63] cream, deal, fat, kids, late, oi, omg, ones, poor [62] gets, hair, high, party, pass, repeat, shame, strange, their, usually, wines [61]
followed, kill, liked, madam, missed, self, silly, top, wife [60] broke, click, comes, meeting, often, tree, yay [59] alcohol, goes, la, lost, phone, th,
until [58] appreciate, aww, chat, found, heavy, hm, lobsters, saying, slice [57] aint, charged, dining, erm, honey, luck, matter, shouldnt [56] boss,
brb, cannot, die, shift, sometimes [55] boring, different, games, hands, kk, mmmmm, possible, week, young [54] asshole, called, case, cheap,
everyone, french, juice, making, plates, rush, wash, word, worked [53] allright, california, cooked, each, mr, resturant, under, usa, veggie, visit
100
[52] black, careful, country, crap, drank, fair, green, hang, hehehe, 11, problems, small, sucks, sweetie, thar, vegtable [51] allergic, beef, cob, dead,
fancy, kiss, married, payed, terrible, lkast [50] amazing, coke, complimentary, cya, exactly, finest, horrible, il, mm, point, prob, si, sire, sort,
straight, uk, unfortunately [49] able, car, chefs, chicken, easy, happen, means, non, pies, round, sup, thinking, unless [48] bastard, cofee, helo,
men, objective, questions, re, recomend, soda, sometime, stuffed, together [47] don, giving, 1, milk, mother, np, served, weve, whiskey [46]
afford, appetit, biting, champagne, city, cut, driving, martini, mom, return, stuck, sugar [45] anyways, apologize, bills, cops, dick, fly, liking,
ofcourse, quit, tomorrow, treat, wonder, worries [44] allison, apologies, com, comming, dance, dog, door, dunno, enjoying, family, half, living,
ring, turn [43] brought, da, five, gay, handsome, ho, min, names, ran, remove, restroom, running, sick, somewhere, stole, suit [42] agree, along,
anytime, bucks, canada, company, g, gift, hah, hahahaha, met, ohhh, oo, seeing, shut, steal, uhh, weather [41] nd, nevermind, oooh, outta, sry, tab,
tarts, teh, ugly [40] booze, buddy, feeling, figure, knew, lemme, odd, plus, whoa [39] aw, bear, body, burp, fact, fired, generous, happens, howdy,
noticed, okey, prepare, reccomend, sad, spot, whoops, wondering, yellow [38] boyfriend, card, comin, doin, je, lmao, looked, mingon, mister,
plese, serious, share, shes, single, smells, speaking, studying, teach, tips, women, write [37] answer, closed, cost, couple, dine, feed, girlfriend,
girls, goodnight, greetings, hahah, liek, magic, minon, owe, pants, short, street, tanks, text, worth, yah [36] although, apple, area, butt, chocolate,
dare, definitely, eggs, four, happened, hun, jk, less, light, ma, mate, needs, somethin, step, te [35] allowed, btw, calling, diner, hmmmm, honest,
itll, joke, london, middle, needed, oke, send, trick, virtual [34] act, berr, complete, em, forward, goin, husband, idiot, lue, none, rich, smoking,
soo, strong, thief, tired, wink, works, yeh [33] cafe, earlier, earn, f listen, ou, sauce, sign, son, standing, taken, thermidor, wants, waters, zou [32]
allow, delightful, dumb, edible, err, establishment, fire, fix, h, kindly, language, moved, personal, price, trust, veg, watching, wot, ye [31]
apparently, appetite, blender, choices, email, especially, fridge, heart, hiya, hour, lucky, madame, okie, orange, seriously, teacher, terribly, tiket,
touched, tough, vegatable [30] accident, american, bee, boo, carry, chop, cutie, dat, elementary, eles, jesus, joe, joking, learn, north, notice, pleae,
sat, secret, sigh, smile, spend, srry, study, surely, wallet, warm, wil [29] available, between, darling, dollar, dropped, duh, except, expect, hallo,
knows, large, likes, marry, menus, mess, mit, msn, music, older, plan, polite, reservation, restairants, sald, samon, selection, sleep, telling, tier,
throw, x, yer, york [28] alcoholic, beeer, besides, bin, brazil, corner, depends, fabulous, feet, floating, form, glas, hav, hide, iam, interested, jerk,
merlot, migon, mouth, pee, ru, state, stealing, waitresses, werent [27] across, aim, bob, bother, comfortable, confused, cuz, florida, flying, fool,
fuckin, grade, health, lie, lonely, merci, ordering, pleasant, smell, test, tho, toots, tutorial [26] ahhhh, america, awww, begin, children, gives,
hahahahaha, huge, imagine, months, moving, obviously, ot, places, refills, safe, save, scared, shot, sister, smart, teeth, turned, uhm, vegetarian,
waitressing, wats, woah, words [25] air, appears, aswell, bed, boobs, ciao, conversation, diet, double, fit, france, given, goodness, gosh insist,
items, kid, local, mood, occupation, prepared, sense, shoot, sims, somthing, super, sweetheart, university, whisky, whit, whos [24] ahem, blind,
blue, burger, cents, dokey, education, experience, favor, however, nasty, nooo, peace, pei, personally, plant, quickly, reason, rock, six, sooo, stick,
takes, vegetables, war, yu [23] anybody, australia, banana, basket, belgium, ber, bought, box, bread, brother, character, cheapskate, child, closer,
cmon, cock, cups, doctor, fucker, germany, gin, hic, holy, hopefully, human, important, lap, longer, lookin, month, opps, owner, paper, reach,
redwine, seconds, sell, shout, skip, soups, starting, toilet, ugh, un, visiting, wearing, whore [22] aha, blood, bloody, blush, bug, changed, chez,
chose, clothes, cunt, curious, dash, discount, disgusting, earned, eye, feels, freak, fruits, furniture, hola, holding, internet, jack, joining, jus, kick,
killed, knife, laugh, loved, low, machine, mad, movie, normal, nowhere, nuts, online, ooo, pizza, pm, popular, putting, que, robbery, salade,
screw, se, sink, specialty, spell, star, thatd, third, tonic, total, totally, voila, yr [21] agian, barman, birthday, coffie, count, definately, delay,
delicous, deserts, during, early, farewell, finally, foods, friendly, future, grauity, hee, helping, heya, highly, hours, italian, italy, james,john, legs,
list, lord, management, neat, nobody, penis, pudding, rid, sam, sing, speghetti, surprise, tasted, touching, tu, ure, whatill [20] accent, adios, al,
balls, button, byebye, cab, chairs, checking, cocktail, compliment, consider, cow, damnit, darlin, dam, deaf, degree, deserve, died, enter, ew,
expecting, fall, fault, favourite, goodevening,jump, liquor, lived, mi, moments, naw, others, payment, pig, pleased, press, promise, rite, rofl,
screen, sip, spanish, sweety, tank, ten, ti, twice, using, ways [19] ai, assume, bringing, buffet, butter, cry, custom, dad, etc, exit fan, father, fetch,
filled, hoping, ja, kinds, kno, margarita, meals, ne, neither, nicer, noooo, ook, orders, oyu, parents, pi, plenty, poop, pussy, rape, relax, report,
roof, sea, south, states, sucker, wellcome, woo, worst [18] accept, against, attention, barkeep, beat, become, bigger, bud, building, bunch, burn,
cereal, checks, chosen, clearly, closing, color, cooking, creepy, drop, easier, facing, faster, forgive, gorgeous, graders, ground, guest, invisible,
joint, lake, le, loser, mention, na, note, nvm, policy, professional, refil, regular, rubbish, sandwich, seafood, settle, smoke, somebody, space,
spaggetti, staring, style, superb, talked, tap, teaching, tempt, tender, tipsy, tracksuit, truth, twenty, urs, waste, yeserday, yh, yumm [17] aids,
anthing, blowjob, brilliant, caught, christ, common, complements, dancing, demand, difficult, doubt, due, eater, fake, familiar, fell, fo, fries,
graduated, hadnt, halo, handle, hay, helpful, hiding, honestly, ima, ohio, pan, past, paula, picked, pity, potatoes, refuse, research, ride, rocks,
salads, san, smiles, som, soooo, speciality, stomach, stopping, tha, thaks, thin, thnx, tits, tnx, track, uhhh, vine, wa, weight, west, wit, worse, wud
[16] ahhhhh, alive, appear, arm, art, bacon, bom, british, broken, bus, ca, cashier, cat, chief, courses, dizzy, en, europe, figured, gracias, gross,
hamburger, harder, hat, havnt, heat, holland, holler, ik, kisses, loves, lueshi, mighty, minion, myspace, needing, net, nick, noise, oui, particular,
playin, pop, probs, proper, quality, random, raw, shoes, shop, shy, site, spit, splendid, story, tie, trashcan, vous, walking, weeks, wha, won [15]
attitude, au, awsome, aye, band, bien, block, bottom, bum, carolina, certain, chips, class, coast, code, cola, completely, cough, cover, dammit,
dogs, east, entire, excelent, fag, frank, freshly, giv, graduate, healthy, helps, hoe, hole, hug, ie, jsut, lead, liar, lying, mostly, mouse, nearly,
nother, offering, opened, otherwise, oy, per, pidcing, piepie, piss, player, por, preference, pregnart, present, reading, realize, request, retarded,
satisfaction, season, shell, sis, spagheti, spent, stack, sum, swear, tht, tooth, trip, typing, virginia, wel, welcom, whereever, whilst, woops [14]
amanda, apetit, appreciated, awful, ay, beach, ben, blonde, blow, bonjour, bowtie, breasts, brings, build, byee, cani, chatting, cheff, china, choise,
cleaning, comfy, costumer, credit, di, dutch, earth, ehm, ends, esle, explain, file, forgotten, further, hehehehe, kaila, lately, laughing, law, lives,
marina, marvelous, meatballs, mignion, mo, monkey, necterine, nigga, office, oki, onto, plea, portuguese, position, problemo, processor, pull,
rate, resist, restaraunt, restraunt, righto, rob, rough, russia, scotch, slap, slave, sou, soz, spegetti, sphagetti, sun, thermadore, tipper, ummmm,
verry, wee, younger, yw [13] alas, ale, anyhow, anythin, appetizers, asl, awhile, balancing, bil, boat, bottles, brown, chease, chessecake, currently,
decision, deposit, doll, dress, dressing, dry, escape, escort following, goo, gotcha, grand, hahahah, heck, hellow, hottie, iced, idk, impressive,
item, keeps, knock, kool, lame, leftowrs, likewise, lose, maar, mac, manage, messed, mission, mmmmmm, nactarine, natural, naughty, news,
noone, ny, oder, ol, options, originally, pain, pal, park, pas, pc, personality, phew, piep, pinot, plaese, poison, poo, pot, reccommend, refrain,
replace, restuarant, resturaunt, robbing, roll, rules, sadly, salt, scary, sciente, scotland, scrumptious, seating, seats, shirt, sight, sky, slamon, slut,
somehow, song, sory, soupe, steaks, stronger, sue, taht, tall, tasting, thak, tony, tower, uniform, usual, waht, wasted, wate, wen, wet, wheied,
wise, woud, woul, www, yoink [12] abouts, account, acting, address, advice, ahoy, angry, apetite, ar, assure, attractive, awkward, beerb, beg,
behavior, belive, book, boys, cent, chesse, chinese, cleaned, clever, climb, club, clumsy, co, command, complain, considered, control, cum, dam,
dan, dang, death, deciding, delectable, delish, desk, doo, ello, entre, euh, everywhere, eww, feast, felt, fight, folow, francais, gal, gee, gettin,
gimmie, grew, grill, het, himself, horse, hum, immediately, include, keeping, key, known, lazy, leg, lemon, limit, lo, lolol, mcdonalds, million,
motherfucker, nights, noo, nooooo, normally, object, oky, particularly, payin, physics, pint, plait, planning, portugal, possibly, pounds, pour,
pronto, region, relationship, revoir, rly, robot, rum, sarah, saved, seemed, sent, several, shake, shitty, smoothie, snappy, soft, someday, spahgetti,
spelling, sr, stock, store, sur, tag, thans, thinks, thnks, tis, tom, tonite, training, trapped, travel, turns, united, universe, vege, walls, willing, wnat,
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bow, bro, buttsecks, buying, calm, charging, cheeky, cheesecakes, chest, chick, client, clue, comp, cooks, cos, costs, crab, cu, cyber, dis, docks,
duty, een, egg, ending, ere, everybody, ewww, experiment, exquisite, faith, foot, fork, ga, gotten, grow, grub, guessing, hop, hte, hullo, included,
j, jobs, jst, kay, keyboard, land, laws, lettuce, lift, lobter, lolz, maine, matt, mee, menue, missing, monsieur, mountains, movies, mum, naked,
nervous, netherlands, niet, nite, nu, oooo, parts, peoples, pic, pieces, plase, plastic, players, power, program, project, q, race, rain, realy,
recommendation, review, sa, scare, seeya, sexual, shove, shrimp, sil, similar, simply, snap, sob, software, soul, spare, specific, summer, system,
tahnk, tar, thang, theyll, tomato, unusual, upset, valley, ve, vegitable, warn, wild, yknow, yor [10] acceptable, accidently, ahve, alse, anytrig,
anywere, apart, aware, awfully, bah, bank, beauty, berries, bottled, brasil, buh, cak, cali, cars, certianly, che, cheery, chris, clearing, clock,
comeing, complementary, confusing, congratulations, controls, den, didn, difference, direct, download, dream, dreams, drugs, dump, ed, ehh,
famous, fav, favorites, fellow, field, final, finding, flavor, force, francisco, freaking, fried, frozen, garden, gasp, geez, george, grown, guessed,
gurl, gym, ham, hawt, heaven, heheh, helilo, helped, hihi, hill, hint, hotel, howd, ihave, insult, ipe, ir, issue, iv, joined, juicy, jumpsuit, kept, kewl,
king, kinky, laughs, learned, legal, lied, lies, lik, limited, line, loose, loud, busy, lueser, mains, mama, mark, mary, master, meh, meny, miles,
mw, named, neck, nicely, noir, noodles, ncp, nor, offended, offense, ooops, op, option, passed, passing, pays, pelase, pepper, pepsi, pretend,
prices, profile, provide, punk, rd, reasonable, recently, regards, reminds, reservations, restrooms, retai, ridiculous, river, salada, salty, satisfied,
senior, senor, shows, skills, sounded, spaghettie, spaguetti, starve, stove, sucked, sunday, supper, support, tak, takin, tequila, thnaks, thru, trees,
tres, tryin, types, v, va, vacation, voice, walked, washingtn, wer, wher, whys, wierd, windows, workin, woudl, wrote, yuck, yummm [9] above,
accountant, admit, allergies, arse, ashamed, av, bananas, beans, berrypie, bf bi, blend, bless, brain, brains, brooke, browse, calls, canadian, cats,
cell, cest, charming, cheat, cheating, chicago, crack, cross, crowded, crying, curse, czech, damage, das, data, daughter, decent, divine, dnt, doke,
elese, els, enjoyable, ewrthing, exciting, extremely, exuse, fab, faggot, flat, fok, forever, gday, grman, git, gmail, google, government,
graduating, grass, gt, hahahahahaha, handy, heading, hmmmmm, holla, horny, hs, hurts, icecream, ich, ii, incredible, instant, interface, jeez, jeff,
jor, judge, kan, kiddin, kl, lay, lemonade, lesbian, lil, listed, lob, los, magnon, meaning, message, messy, mins, moves, murder, nada, natalie,
nectarines, nectorine, ohhhh, omfg, ops, organic, outfit, pancakes, patience, patient, paul, pe, peeing, pissed, plane, pleases, pocket, ppl, practice,
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sleeping, soem, someones, someting, sos, sour, spagettie, spin, split, spoon, spring, stake, stalker, standard, starts, steve, stopped, strict, students,
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bush, bze, cakes, carrots, cashed, certanly, charles, checked, cheer, cheeseburger, cherries, diew, chill, choosing, chrissy, circus, classic, closest,
cobbsalad, colour, connection, cookie, correctly, corse, crappy, crashed, cuppa, cutting, dark, disappointed, dokie, driver, duck, dying, eats, el,
ended, epie, et, everyday, everythings, evil, exams, fear, fed, lilit, firm, forty, freedom, gaan, ge, gentleman, gots, greatly, grey, guide, hahahha,
har, hardly, heheheh, hero, hier, hilarious, hire, hook, hospital, hospitality, hotmail, iget, imma, impossible, info, ingredients, ireland, irl, jacket,
jersey, jogging, killing, laptop, lawyer, lick, lips, lke, lobser, loster, lovley, mail, major, manners, mature, melissa, memory, messing, mexico,
mhmm, michigan, migion, mike, mingnon, mint, missy, mistakes, mix, momentarily, mountain, ms, mz, nao, ni, nl, nog, noon, noooooo, nose,
nothin, objectives, okk, onion, ought, outrage, oven, oww, pease, perfection, perfectly, picture, pile, pink, pl, plans, plse, pork, prepares, properly,
proud, public, raised, rat, realise, respect, rl, role, saled, sally, scuse, seek, Pr, seven, sharing, sheesh, simple, singing, slad, smack, sold, spag,
spaggeti, spagghetti, spinning, stat, stiff, stolen, strike, suprise, susan, switch, taller, team, teehee, tempting, tend, thirst, thnak, tight, tipped,
token, tongue, tonights, tries, troubles, truly, tx, ull, understandable, understood, upon, urself, vagina, wan, washed, wath, wave, website, weed,
weekends, whont, wht, wood, woohoo, worker, worried, yawn, yell, zealand [7] action, actress, advantage, alergic, als, americans, angeles,
appropriate, argh, attack, bac, baked, balance, barely, baseball, bere, beside, biggest, bits, bord, britain, buisness, byeee, cancel, candy, carefull,
cares, carried, celebrating, changes, cheak, chees, chery, chese, christine, cigarette, classy, clicked, clouds, coffeee, collect, como, considering,
corn, cries, crust, cus, daily, danke, dave, david, dc, decoration, denmark, desser, distracted, disturbing, dock, dosent, drag, drin, drinker, drove,
dull, dumbass, eachother, ear, eatin, edge, eighteen, energy, enything, error, errr, es, est, eten, evenin excited, exist, expected, eyou, famished,
farm, fatty, fifty, filling, filthy, finger, fingers, fist, flattered, flavour, flew, flies, foo, freakin, fro, fucked, garcon, gender, general, georgia, giant,
goddamn, goodday, goody, grape, grazie, gtg, gulp,gun, gunna, habit, hablo, hahaa, hahahahah, hai, hanging, hasnt, hates, higher, hitting, hoped,
hrm, humm, hunny, ignoring, imported, inappropriate, inspector, interact, invented, isn, jealous, jenny, jessica, jo, joes, jou, junior, kansas,
kindness, kyrie, lack, lag, learning, lease, likely, loads, lobste, loldol, loss, lyk, magician, mais, mans, maria, marks, medication, meee, member,
mentioned, mhm, michael, midnight, migno, mines, mints, mixed, moar, momma, moms, mug, muy, nectarin, nee, nine, nj, noes, ocean,
offcourse, offered, outa, outrageous, pad, painful, parle, partner, peckish, pet, pets, pierre, placed, planet, plays, pleasse, plesae, plis, podium,
pray, preferably, president, pricey, pushy, rachel, rawr, realised, recommendtions, recommended, record, redo, redy, remind, respond, resteraunt,
rigth, roast, safety, sake, salmo, sausage, sayin, screaming, security, servey, shane, showed, situation, size, skin, slight, slightly, sober, social,
somemore, somewhat, spageti, spaghtti, spahetti, specialities, spicy, spotted, spy, squeeze, stare, stood, stool, studies, subject, suggested, suitable,
sunny, tae, tail, talkative, tast, tat, teachers, technical, tempted, terrific, thankx, thee, til, tou, towards, trade, tray, tricks, trump, turning, twat,
typical, uit, ummmmm, uncle, undercooked, une, unfortunate, unique, urine, vegas, virgin, waited, walmart, war, wassup, wasting, wating, waves,
weak, weeee, weekend, well, wench, weres, whether, whot, whyd, wi, wnt,yahoo, yeahh, yelling, yessir, yous, ys, yur, ze [6] aa, aaaa, abby,
abeer, absolutley, according, ack, actual, actualy, ad, adds, agent, ages, ahaha, ahahahaha, alex, alice, analyst, animal, animals, anothe, anyhting,
anywher, apoligize, arnt, arrow, artist, athletic, august, awake, awwww, bare, barossa, based, batch, bath, becky, becuase, beerr, beginning, bein,
bey, bitches, bloke, boston, brand, bright, bucket, built, byeeeee, cabernet, chardonnay, cheaper, cheapest, cheif, chesecake, chianti, chow,
chuckles, church, cleaner, clients, en, cocktails, coffees, cognac, combination, comment, comped, completed, concept, contact, coob, cookies,
costumers, critic, damned, dandy, dank, dating, dentist, department, design, desire, developer, devil, difficulties, dig, directly, disappeared,
distance, dit, dive, doe, dolce, donald, dot, dough, dr, draft, dressed, dropping, drug, dumped, eatery, eer, eight, embarassed, emm, engaged,
engineering, enought, entirely, espanol, european, ewwww, ex, example, explore, ey, fart, fastest, featuring, feelings, fella, fielt, fifteen, fnancial,
finshed, fishing, flight, flirt, folks, forced, fortune, foul, frankly, fred, freezing, freshest, fluity, frying, gain, garlic, gd, gladly, glitch, gold, gr,
graag, grr, guitar, hahha, harm, haw, headed, hearing, hearty, hebben, hehehehehe, helloooo, hellp, hence, heyy, hiccup, hired, history,
homosexual, honor, hose, houses, howre, humor, hv, hve, ican, ight, ignore, ike, incase, including, inconvenience, incorrect, indiana, ine, inform,
information, insane, intelligence, issues, ist, itd, jaja, jew, jiffy, jim,joel, jokes, joy, kelly, kwl, labor, lager, lapdaice, lawl, level, license, lime,
listening, lmfao, load, location, loll, lool, lover, luckily, mah, mall, maranara, mariana, maryland, mas, massive, matters, meanie, messenger,
mexican, miami, mignons, mijn, mineral, minut, mirror, misunderstanding, mmmmmmm, mon, moron, mrs, mysterious, naar, nam, native, nc,
nectar, nectartine, noe, nty, offence, og, okaz, okeydokey, opinioi, orderd, orleans, orly, oz, paint, pair, parched, patronage, peek, pennsylvania,
pervert, plain, pleaes, poie, porn, portion, post, posted, previous, pro, products, pub, purchase, pure, quest, range, reality, realizd, recipe, reg,
republic, requested, restart, robber, robots, ruin, runs, russian, ryt, sail, salat, sale, saturday, scene, schools, scientist, screwed, sed, seet, select,
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spain, spam, speech, spelled, spice, spoke, sprite, stab, staek, staying, stea, steel, stew, studied, suicide, suis, surprised, suspect, sweetcheeks,
swell, tah, tale, tally, teas, tedinically, tee, thanku, thansk, therefore, thick, threat, threw, thts, tim, tiny, tofu, toodles, tour, traditional, traffic,
trained, treated, turbo, tv, unable, unreasonable, ups, useless, van, vc, veggies, vegi, vet, vie, vino, visited, wah, waiters, washing, wed, weee,
whatd, whitewine, wicked, winw, wisconsin, witha, within, wo, woa, wooo, writing, yeap, yey, yoo, youa, ypu, yub, zone, zour [5] actor,
addiction, ae, affect, agen, agreed, alan, alaska, alberta, alike, alles, allows, alternative, amen, amenu, amy, anna, answered, answers, anythink,
apology, appetiser, appetizing, appologies, army, arrange, ash, assistance, atleast, atmosphere, auf, aussie, australian, automatically, avatar, avoid,
avoiding, bak, beacuse, bears, beerplease, befor, below, bent, berrz, beter, beyond, bie, bier, billed, bites, bj, blah, blank, blast, bleu, blushing,
bomb, boobies, bourbon, bowls, br, breast, brewed, brian, brick, brothers, bu, bub, buhbye, burned, burning, burnt, caffe, captain, carmen,
caroline, cashregister, caused, ce, cerry, chalkboard, characters, chase, cheasecake, chec, cheeks, cheesecak, choosen, cliff, cna, coca, cockroach,
cofe, combo, complicated, concerned, congrats, consume, contest, cooler, county, cours, couse, cracker, crunchy, cucumber, cuisine, curiosity,
custumer, daffodils, daisy, dancer, dangerous, debt, dee, deep, deeply, depressed, dident, digits, dink, doh, dontt, downloaded, draw, dring, dum,
dummy, dun, dus, dust, ea, easily, easter, eastern, ei, elses, entered, entertainment, enu, eny, equals, eu, evan, eve, exact, exchange, exellent, fail,
falling, favour, fee, frnished, fits, float, fluently, focus, fond, fooi, freshen, friday, frm, froze, fuk, funds, galss, gas, geld, generally, gf, gg,
gimmi, gnight, gnite, golden, golf, gonagoon, goood, grandma, gratitude, greece, greedy, growing, gues, guests, guns, habe, halp, harassment,
harbor, havea, haven, hellooooo, heloo, hesitate, hh, holly, homeless, hu, hump, hundred, hunger, hungery, hurting, hvae, ic, iceland, ideas,
illinois, illl, impressed, improve, india, industry, ingles, inglish, int, intend, intrest, io, irish, iz, jam, janet, jeremy, jerks, jess, johnny, josh, jur,
kicks, killer, lalala, lamb, lass, ld, leads, leftover, lekker, letting, levels, bvitating, li, lines, lit, loaded, lobstar, locked, loke, loool, lotsa, louis,
lovly, mag, magazine, magical, maincourse, mango, marinar, marinera, mars, mass, match, math, max, meantime, meanwhile, meatball,
medicine, meen, memories, ment, mentally, meow, micro, mij, mis, misplaced, mistaken, modern, monday, monster, montreal, mooi, mu, muah,
muffin, mull, muscular, mustard, napa, napkin, napkins, ned, nerd, nibble, nigger, nonetheless, northern,nt, nurse, nut, nw, oak, obliged, oblivion,
offers, ohhhhh, oldest, om, ont, ooooh, ooooo, opening,orde, original, overs, pa, package, page, pathetic, pea, peas, peruse, peu, philly, picky,
piepi, plants, ple, pleace, pleasew, pleaz, plzz, points, poisoned, poisoning, powers, ppie, pplease, preferences, piego, proble, programmer,
protection, psst, pulls, puts, queen, rabies, rait, rats, recomment, redr, reds, refils, refreshing, regret, related, relatbnships, relief, rent, require,
responsible, restrount, righ, ringing, ripped, robbed, rolls, romantic, rose, sal, salaad, salda, sales, salid, sallad, salm, sample, saving, scenery,
scraps, section, sei, sends, senorita, sensitive, sever, shakes, shaped, sharp, shayla, shipment, sho, shotgun, shure, sidewalk, sim, singer, sirs,
sitdown, sixteen, slurp, smaller, smooth, snatch, sneaky, snow, soap, solid, somesing, somethign, sop, sor, spagehti, spaggheti, spaghette, spank,
speed, speek, spender, spill, spilled, spinach, spirit, spoken, spread, stacked, stan, standards, station, stickup, stinks, stone, stories, storm,
strawberry, stress, stripper, stud, stuf, success, sucka, suddenly, sugest, summers, sumthin, suop, supervisor, survay, survery, tabl, tacos, tafel,
talented, talker, talkin, tarte, tata, tats, taught, teaches, tennessee, thankye, themador, thirty, thisll, thks, thoug, thousand, thr, toi, toothpicks,
treating, truck, tthank, turkey, typed, typo, uncomfortable, understanding, user, varietal, ver, via, video, virtually, visa, vu, walks, wank, wanker,
warcraft, warning, washroom, watched, watre, wedding, weeeeee, weel, werever, wft, whay, whe, whee, whipped, whistles, whose, whould,
wide, wiht, winne, wondered, wonna, woot, wt, wth, wuld, wy, xxx, yeahhh, yeha, yesss, yoghurt, yoru, youi, yourre, youu, youy, yuor, zes,
zitten, zo [4] aaaaaaa, aaaah, aan, abou, acutally, adam, addy, advance, aged, agh, agin, agood, agua, ahah, ahahaha, ahhhhhhh, alert, ales,
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average, avocado, ba, babes, backwards, bai, ball, bankrupt, bargain, bars, bathrooms, bber, bck, becomes, beeing, belch, belongs, bene, beutiful,
bich, bird, birth, bistro, bitte, bitter, bitting, blackboard, blanc, bleh, blushes, bonus, borrow, bottoms, bouquet, boxer, bra, breaking, breaks,
breath, brewery, broccoli, brotha, buck, bugger, bummer, bumped, buona, busboy, bushes, cal, calamari, cam, cambridge, cancer, cannibal,
capital, caps, cards, casa, cauz, ccan, ceiling, celebrate, century, ch, chap, chasing, cheapo, cheek, chek, chesscake, chicks, chili, chillin, choke,
chump, cigarettes, clam, classes, cleared, clown, cnt, coach, cobbler, cobbs, colleagues, comme, commin, companion, compensate, complaining,
compulsive, computers, con, confusion, conta, continue, conto, coo, cop, costomer, cou, countries, counts, courtesy, cousin, covered, covers,
cowboy, cows, crabs, created, creative, crikey, crotch, cruise, culinary, cuming, daccord, dah, daisies, dashing, dated, dats, dawg, def, definetly,
definition, delays, delivery, dem, dentists, der, des, describe, designed, designer, despite, details, developers, devine, deze, diffdiffrent, direction,
disappointing, disaster, discover, disease, disgraceful, disguised, dishwasher, disturbance, docter, doenst, doesn, doller, donkey, dou, doyou,
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alrigthy, alsace, alsjeblieft, alstublief, altermative, alternate, althou, alto, altough, altought, alvast, alwayshappyandsmiling, amalgam, amans,
amaraca, amaze, amazed, amazes, amazin, ambiguous, ambrosia, ambulance, ambulence, amelia, amelie, ameraica, americanisch, ami, amicable,
amigo, amila, amin, amiright, amirite, amiss, amm, ammo, amongst, amont, amor, amore, amoung, amounts, amour, amoutn, amphibian,
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anchor, anchovies, ancient, ancora, andalou, andare, andcheesecake, andcup, andd, anddont, ande, andere, andforr, andill, ando, andorra, andre,
andrebbe, andrwq, andthank, andwhite, andwot, andy, anecdote, anerican, aneything, angela, angelas, angels, angers, anglais, angles, angli,
anglicky, anglophones, angrey, ani, aniheim, animalcrossing, animated, animator, anit, anitoxidants, aniversary, anjoyed, arkles, annacheers,
annas, annd, anne, annihilated, anniversary, annmarie, annnd, annnnnnnnyways, annnnoyinggg, amoys, annpyed, anny, annything, anomg,
anonimity, anonther, anonymous, anorexia, anotehr, anotha, anotheer, anothere, anotherone, anotherslice, anotr, anount, anout, anouther, anqche,
anr, anround, answres, anterior, anther, anthersten, anthig, anthony, anthropology, anthung, antialiasing, anticipated, antics, antidot, antigravity,
anting, antipasto, antivirus, antonia, antother, antthing, anty, antyhign, antyhing, anuslickville, anwers, anyfink, anyghing, anyhelse, anyhing,
anyhthing, anyhtign, anyhu, anyhwere, anyime, anykids, anyones, anyonying, anyore, anyr, anyrthng, anyt, anytgin, anythang, anythiing,
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anywat, anywaya, anywayy, anywayz, anywhoo, anywhre, anywwhere, anzthing, aok, aomething, aon, aouthor, aouuugh, ap, apain, apano,
aparece, apateat, apatite, apeak, apear, apears, apertif, apes, apeshit, apeti, apie, apitit, apitite, apitizer, apitizers, aplace, aplle, apocalypse,
apocalyptic, apolagies, apologetically, apologie, apologiea, Epologizae, apologized, aporn,apostle, appaled, appalled, apparantly, apparent,
appassionata, appauling, appaulled, appearing, appease, appelez, apperantly, apperetif, appetiszer, appetito, appetti, appettit, appettito, appitizer,
appitizing, appitte, appl, applause, applebees, applesead, appleton, appliance, applicable, applied, applogies, appolagies, appoligise, appoligize,
appologises, appologys, apppetizer, appreciat, appreciates, appreictae, apprentice, appricate, approaching, approval, approve, approved, approves,
apreciate, apretty, apricot, apricotes, aprons, aprove, apt, aqnd, aqua, aquainted, aquela, arab, arabian, arabic, arah, arboretum, arch, archangel,
archbishop, arches, ardee, areeafafasflkjfa, arefit, aregood, areinterested, ares, arestaurant, areu, areveg, arey, areyoureally, arezou, arg,
argapopolous, argghh, arghh, arghhh, arghhhh, arghhhhhhh, argos, arhggu, arigatou, ariite, arithmetic, arive, arkansas, arleady, arlingtcn, arlright,
armargedden, armpi, arno, amold, arnolds, aroblem, arond, aroud, arouses, arousing, arrangement, arrangements, arrangment, arrangments, arrest,
arrg, arrgg, arrgghh, arrghh, arriva, arriver, arrives, arriving, arrr, arrree, arrrrg, arrrrggg, arruma, armmar, arsch, arsenal, arsewipe, arshole,
artard, arteries, arthritis, artichoke, article, artisinal, artists, artwois, aruge, asada, asalad, asald, asapagus, asaragus, asay, asbolutely, ascolto, aso
ase, asec, aseeeeatt, asenhorita, asf, asgdsa, ashed, ashier, ashout, ashtray, asia, asian, asip, asir, aski, asljdfoasfdas, aslo, asolutely, asoup,
aspapgus, aspaprgus, asparagine, asparaus, aspasgus, aspct, aspects, aspettando, aspirin, aspirine, asrequested, assasasa, assassination, assaulted,
assburner, assembly, assertive, assfuck, assignment, assignments, assim, assint, assis, assisstant, assitance, assitant, associates, assole, assortmert,
assshole, asssitant, assured, assuredly, assures, asta, asteak, astonishing, astounding, astros, asumed, asure, aswel, asylum, atart, atb, atble, atcha,
ateak, aten, atend, atention, aterw, atfer, athlete, athome, athotmail, athough, atkins, atlantis, atleiskite, atletic, atmospher, atneskite, atoilet, atree,
atrocities, ats, atta, attacked, attacking, attacks, attenbtion, attendant, attending, attentive, attetion, attmpting, attorney, attraactive, attracted,
attractrie, attuned, auacly, auahuah, auaua, auberge, auburn, audi, auditing, aues, aufs, aufwiedersehen, augen, augh, auhauahuahuahauh,
auhauhauhauha, auhsuahsuhasa, aujourdui, aurinko, aushauhsuahs, auspicious, ausserdem, austrailia, authorites, authority, authorized, autistic,
automat, automated, automobile, autopilot, autos, autosnelweg, autostop, auuahauhauua, auwtch, auzi, auzit, ava, avacardo, avail, availible,
avalilable, avantgarde, avegetable, avenge, aver, avid, avnt, avocodo, avoided, avoir, avontuur, avrei, awaeka, awaitress, awaits, awards,
awating, awau, awaybeer, awaycobb, awayyy, awfulest, awh, awhere, awrigbt, awsorrz, awwwawdawdwadwdadasda, awwwlllllright,
awwwwoaamamamaaaa, awwwwwww, awwwwwwww, awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww, awy, awyas, axe, axel, ayroufa, aythng, azaleas,
azerty, aztecs, baaaa, baaaaaafffffff, baanning, baas, baba, babay, babbo, babee, babi, baby, babycakes, babye, babysitter, babyu, babyyy,
babyyyyyy, bachelors, backride, baddow, badge, badroom, baeryy, baffle, bagascia, bagll, bagno, bags, baguette, bahaha, bail, bailed, baileys,
bailing, bain, bait, baka, bakc, baksu, baldock, baldwin, ballerinas, ballet, ballis, balloons, ballsa&, bally, ballz, balugas, bama, bambir,
bambloozled, ban, banada, banan, banananananananananan, bancrupt, bandages, bandit, bangers, bangs, bankone, banks, bannas, bano, baout,
baptized, barbara, barbaric, barbeque, barboy, barcelona, bared, barfed, barfing, barge, barhand, barking, barly, barnaby, bamey, barnfull, barolo,
barramundi, barrel, barrimundi, barsitting, barstaff, bartend, bartended, bartenderr, bartendeur, bartending, bartentender, bartenter, bash, bashed,
basi, baskets, basketti, baskt, bass, bastage, bastards, bastartd, basterd, bat, batender, batenders, batheroom, bathing, bathrom, bathroo, batmobile,
bats, battered, batteries, battery, battle, battling, baudillard, bauer, bavaria, bavk, bazillion, bbbbeeerrr, bbbbeeerrs, bbbeeeeeaaaaaar,
bbbeeeeerrrrr, bbbeeesssttt, bbbeerrs, bbbiiiggg, bbeach, bbebe, bbeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaar, bberry, bbey, bbill, bbut, bbwer, bcuz, bd, beable, beaches,
beai, beakfast, bealtiful, bearer, bearguy, bearly, beatifull, beatin, beaty, beaucoop, beaujoulais, beaumont, beautful, beautif, beautifoul,
beautifulest, beautifully, beautyful, bebila, bebo, beby, becareful, becasuc, becaus, becayuse, beccy, bedi, beck, beckys, becorse, bcwshhh,
becuz, bedankt, bediening, bedieningze, bedienung, bedroo, bedtime, beeee, beeeeaarrrrr, beeeeeeeer, beeeeeeeerrrrrrr, beeeeeep, beeeeeer,
been, beefsteak, beehind, beel, beendating, beepbeep, beeps, beerand, beerbeebbeerbeerbeer, beerbeerbeer, beercv, beerfest, beerg, beerglass,
beerio, beerrrrnrrrr, beeru, beerwall, beerwas, beetje, beets, beetween, beey, beeyoth, beforee, begginer, begimen, beginner, beginnings, begins,
begun, beh, behaved, behin, behine, bei, bel, belachelijk, belches, beleave, belge, betiu, beliefs, believed, belinh, belize, bellisimo, belqiun,
belt, bench, bender, benedict, benefit, bengal, benji, bennigans, bennys, bereer, bererb, berluscoi, bernadette, bernard, bernsteins, berrry, berrs,
berryfull, beru, beryypie, besind, besoffen, beste, bestel, bestellen, bestial, bestiegen, beta, betaald, betch, betrayed, betsey, bette, betties,
beucoup, beurk, beutifal, bev, bever, bevera, beveraws, bevi, bewer, bexs, beyy, bezoeker, bfb, bg, bgeer, bgosh, biaaaaaaaatch, bianco, biatc,
bicchiere, bicus, bids, bienvenue, bife, biff, bifjdskljaskl, bifore, bigdavejob, bigga, bigge, bigggggggggg, bigot, bigtime, bii, biie, biiig,
biiiiiiiilful, biiiit, biiite, biina, bijna, bijten, biking, bilico, bilingual, billionaire, billionth, billit, billIll, billplease, bilthank, bim, bind, binding,
binds, bins, biochemist, biomedical, birng, birthdays, biscus, bish, bisiness, bisness, bisquits, bissern, bist, bistec, bistrol, bistromath, bitain,
bitchhh, bitchin, bitcj, bitee, biteee, biten, biteoo, bitey, bitian, bitters, bittoo, bittt, biug, biz, bizkitz, biznatch, bizzare, bjus, bjuxx,
bkeaaalallllghhhhhh, bklyn, bla, blablabla, blackbeef, blackbr, blackeet, blackness, blade, blair, blames, blaming, blanco, blandly, blarf, blarg,
blashphemer, blasphemy, blatantly, blaue, blaughhhhhhh, blazed, blea, blease, bleeds, bleeeeaaaargghh, bleeeech, bleeeehchchch, bleeping, bleer,
blehchchhchc, blehh, blehhh, blende, blenders, blends, blessings, bleuettart, blewnder, blijft, blike, blindees, blindly, blinked, blinking, blinks,
blitzed, bload, blocik, blockbuster, blocked, bloede, bloemetje, blok,blokes, bloom, blooody, bloouse, blork, bloss, bluberry, bludgeon, blued,
bluesnews, bluetoast, blumen, blup, blza, bmw, bnegh, bner, bnno, bno, boa, boardwalk, boardyes, boared, boast, bobb, bobbling, bobby, bobetta,
bobette, bobies, bobo, bocks, boddingtons, bode, bodyshot, boeaaach, bog, bogoulet, bohemia, boil, boiling, boire, boise, boisson, boitch, bola,
boll, bolo, bolt, bolttle, bom, bombay, bombs, bonanza, bonapetit, bonding, boner, bong, boniduca, bonita, bonjourno, bonn, bonnetje, bonnie,
bonsoir, bony, boobiee, booga, booger, boogy, boohoo, boohoohoo, bookng, booklet, bookmark, bool, boom, boonon, boooked, booooo,
boooring, boooze, boos, boose, boot, bootay, bootoms, booyah, booyakashah, bop, bor, borad, borat, bordeau, boreddd, boredness, boreed, borin,
boris, borke, borked, borocolli, borr, borring, borrowed, borrred, bossdce, bosse, bosses, botch, botched, bothered, botom, botong, bototlel, bots,
bottl, botto, bou, boucing, boudboux, bough, bouh, bould, boulders, bouncing, bouncy, bound, bounder, boundries, bouqett, bour, bourgelet,
boutyou, boxing, boxy, boyfrend, boyfrien, boyish, boysonboys, boyyyy, boyz, bp, bq, bqck, braaainnnsss, brace, bracelets, braces, bradley,
bradny, brag, bragging, braiiiiinnnssss, braille, brainnnss, brainnnsss, brainss, braintrust, branch, branddy, branded, brandelynne, brandfree,
brandi, brandz, brang, brasileiros, brasilia, bratz, brauchst, braucht, braun, brautvurst, brautworst, braw, brazillian, bre, breadmeats,
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brethren, brewmaster, brews, brewsky, brfore, bri, briand, bridges, bridie, brief, brig, brigade, brighest, brightened, brightly, briliant, brillant,
brilled, brimming, brind, bringem, bringin, bringit, bringyou, brink, bristol, britan, britannica, britches, britin, brittish, brittney, brke, brl, brnady,
broadband, brob, brock, broiler, brokenarabic, brolly, brookland, broth, brothel, brotherly, brough,brougth, brow, brownie, brownish browns,
browsing, browwiasjakobsky, broyljgfgi, brraaaiiinnnnnsss, brraaainnnnnsss, brraiinnnss, brrr, brrraaaaiiiiinnnnsss, brrraaaaiiiinnnnnnssss,
brrraaaaiiiinnnnsssss, brrraaaiiiinnnnssss, brrraaaiiinnnssss, brrraaaiinss, brrrb, brrrraaaaiiiiiiinnnnssss, bruges, brunette, bruni, brunt, brush,
brushy, brutal, brute, brutish, bruxelle, bruxels, bry, bs, bstard, bt, bte, bthx, btu, bubbah, bubbas, bubonic, bucco, buchanas, buckaroos, bucki,
buckinghamshire, bucko, buckoo, buddhist, buddys, budlight, budro, buds, budwiser, bue, buehehe, buen, buena, buenes, buetyful, buff, buffett,
buffoon, buffy, bugged, buggin, bugging, buiding, buidling, buil, builders, buildings, builds, buildup, buisiness, bulb, buldozed, bulgaria, bulky,
bumber, bumblebees, bumbling, bumfuck, bummed, bumper, bunched, bundinha, bungholio, bunking, buonasera, buongiomo, buono, bur, burb,
burde, burgar, burgerking, burgundy, buried, burnssss, burping, burpr, burps, burried, burritos, burro, burrrrppppp, burrrrrrp, burt, bury, bused,
bussy, busting, bute, butive, buton, butsecks, butsex, butte, buttercakes, butterscotch, buttersworth, buttery, buttface, buttho, buttiamo, buttoncall,
butts, butu, buu, buutrm, buuu, buuuuech, buuuuuurrrrpppp, buuuuuurrrrrrrpppppp, buuuuuuurrrrrrrppp, buuuuuuuurrrrrrbbbbbbb,
buuuuuuuurrrrrrrrrppp, buvo, bux, buyin, buzerovat, buzz, buzzed, bveacuse, bveer, bvsgfiwufvwivsnbf, bwahahahahaha, bwahhaa, bwhaahaha,
bwhahahahaha, bwoof, bwurp, bych, byeaz, byeeeeee, byeeeeeee, byessh, byeybye, byhbye, byla, byrawkiospartinenoawayvskovka, byre, bytes,
bytey, byyee, byz, bz, bzor, bzz, cal, caan, caanaaadaaaa, caarrroooooo, cabarnay, cabb, cabelo, cabernetish, cabeza, cabinets, cables, caboose,
cabrao, cabritone, cabrjona, caccia, cactus, cad, cadbury, cadeau, cadendo, caek, caening, cafeteria, caffeine, caffiene, caffine, cafko, cage, cahed,
cahrge, cai, cair, cairns, cairo, caisse, caitlen, caitlin, caixa, caj, cakea, cakec, cakeeeee, cakeeeeee, cakeey, calc, calculating, caldor, califonia,
califormia, californi, californian, califronia, callate, calld, callin, calll, callu, calmer, cama, camaron, cambodia, cambridelike, camden, cameron,
camon, camping, campo, camus, canadaaaa, canade, canadia, canal, canals, canceled, cancobb, candian, candid, candidate, candies, candle,
candlelight, candys, canget, canibals, canmake, cann, canna, cannable, cannibals, cannt, canoeing, cansee, cantr, cantt, cantyou, canyou, caorline,
capacity, capire, capische, capitalist, capitals, capitel, cappucino, capslock, captains, captivating, captive, captured, caqt, caqtch, caracas, caralho,
caravan, carb, carbage, carbonada, carbs, carcass, cardapio, cardigans, carefrl, caregiver, carer, carev, carfil, carfulyu, cargo, carid, carl, carlene,
carlisle, carlo, carm, cannel, carnations, carnaval, carole, carolines, carreer, carribean, carribian, carrier, carriers, carte, cartires, carzy, cas, casher,
cashews, cashflow, cashmcney, casile, cass, cassa, casserole, castumers, casual, catalog, catalogue, catches, catchy, categorize, catering,
cathedrals, catherin, catherine, cathline, catnip, catnt, causeyou, causinga, cauze, cava, cave, caviar, cavity, caw, cawk, cazza, cazzo, cazzoooo,
cbobb, cbrb, cc, ccak, ccccc, ccccccccccccc, ccccombo, cccrrryyy, ccheescheese, cchery, ccofe, cdant, cdnt, ceasar, cease, cecha, ceck, cectarine,
ceeeeeeerto, ceesecake, cegep, ceka cekaj, celebrated, celebration, celebrities, celiac, cello, cellphone, celtic, cement, censor, centen, centerpiece,
centerpieces, centre, centres, cept, cercando, cereals, cerel, ceremony, certailny, certainaly, certainely, certainily, certaiiley, certainment, certaly,
certasinly, certificate, certo, cervante, cervene, cerveza, cervezas, cervice, cesars, cesspool, cetainly, cette, ceviche, ceylon, cfa, cfo, cfome, cgj,
chablis, chachi, chad, chai, chaiir, chaimpains, chain, chaird, chaits, chaking, chal, chalboard, chalevai, chalfonts, challenged, chamagne,
chamgange, champagn, champaine, champaines, champaing, champange, champean, champeign, champgane, championship, chamring, chan,
chandelier, changs, channels, chanpanh, chapmagne, chapo, chapter, charade, charching, charcters, chardonnary, chardonney, chared, chargeed,
chargemr, charicters, charing, charlene, charmed, charms, charred, chartge, chatabotta, chatboot, chater, chateua, chatter, chatterbox, chaufeur,
chavez, chaya, chcete, chck, cheaf, cheapskates, chear, cheated, cheater, cheats, checando, checf, chech, checkbook, checker, checki,
checkkkkkkk, checknow, checkon, checksh, checl, checque, cheder, chee, cheeche, cheede, cheeeeeeeeeeese, cheeeeeesseeee, cheeesecake,
cheeldren, cheepskate, cheered, cheerful, cheerleader, cheerleaders, cheerss, cheerz, cheesacake, cheesburger, cheesburgers, cheescase, dieescke,
cheeseburgers, cheesecack, cheesecaek, cheesecahe, cheesecakecheesecakecheesecake, dieesecakeeee, cheesecakepietart, cheesecakeplease,
cheesecakw, cheesecfke, dieeseckake, cheesedick, cheesekace, cheesekake, cheesepie, cheesepies, cheeses, cheeseseak, dieesey, cheeshake,
cheesing, cheesse, cheesy, cheetahs, cheey, cheffs, chei, cheking, chekk, chelby, chelle, chem, dieme, chemical, chemically, chemicals,
chemistry, cheper, chequew, chercher, cheremoya, chereooke, cheres, cherrie, dierrycake, cherrycheese, cherrycheesecake, cherrypies, cherrz,
chesapeake, chesepie, chesk, chesseburguer, chessecace, chessecak, chessecakes, chessecale, chetamal, chewer, chewrry, chex, chheeeerrrs, chiar,
chiavi, chic, chica, chicag, chice, chickita, chickne, chigao, chihuahua, chilax, childerens, childern, childr, childreen, childs, chilean, chiles,
chilled, chilli, chillout, chilly, chin, chinchilla, chinezian, chinise, chip, chique, chirsyu, chiseled, chit, chitarra, chloe, chmapagne, chmpaingne,
cho, choca, chockofock, chockolate, choclat, choclate, choclit, choco, chocolade, chocolat, chocolaty, chocolcate, chode, choic, choicecoffee,
choiced, choiche, choicing, choie, choisi, chomppppprprprprprrrr, chompy, chong, choooo, chooooo, chooooocaaillatttee, choooooo,
chooooooooooooo, choppa, chopped, choppyyyyyyyyy, chopsticks, chopy, chore, chores, chosing, chossen, chowed, chr, chrbtom, chrging,
chrysler, chrzz, chseecake, cht, chu, chubby, chucked, chuckling, chucks, chuckwagon, chucky, chuckyhacks, chugs, chuis, chum, chupa,
chutney, chuuu, cia, cibb, cicken, ciela, cigar, cigaret, cigaretes, cigarett, cigerette, cigh, cilantro, cime, cimpulsive, cincinnati, cinco, cinnamon,
cinque, circle, circulation, circumstances, cirtainly, cislo, cisnice, cisnici, cisnika, citchen, citizen, citrus, civilized, cjayc, cjeese, ckayc, cke, cker,
ckj, clacker, claen, claim, claims, claire, clambake, clams, clapclapclap, clara, clarence, clarissa, claroo, clarrissa, classics, classified, classmaster,
clatz, claustrophobic, claws, cle, cleaan, cleanin, cleanly, cleans, cleanse, cleavagechick, clen, clenku, clepto, cleve, clicke, clicks, clientelle,
clietes, cliffs, climaxes, climbing, clincky, cling, clinically, clocks, clode, cbdy, clogged, clogging, cloi, cloned, cloning, closedf, closeted,
clothed, cloths, cloudy, clowns, clues, clumsiness, cluttering, cme, cmg, cmoe, cmonn, cnery, cnn, cnoto, coagulated, coals, coasteau, coat,
coated, cobbis, cobble, cobbsalla, cobbsallad, cobe, cobler, cobsalad, cocacolla, cocholate, codcboy, cocked, cockface, cockmytail, cockney,
cockroaches, cocksauce, cocksucking, coconut, codes, cody, coe, coeur, cof, cofcourse, cofeee, coffeecake, coffeeeee, coffeeshop, coffef, coffey,
cofffeee, coffi, coffiie, coffui, coffy, cognitive, coherent, cohoice, cohuntr, coifeurre, coin, coincidental, coins, coisa, cokane, cokels, cokes, cokie,
cokies, cokkie, coks, coktail, col, coldd, colde, coldest, colds, colegge, colision, collage, collective, collects, collee, colleg, collegeas,
collegeboard, colleghe, collegue, collisions, collission, coloco, colombian, colonel, colonial, colonies, colonized, colons, colors, coloured,
colours, columbia, comany, comatose, comb, combb, combi, combinations, combining, combust, combustion, comea, comeagian, comedic,
comeee, comein, comeon, comercial, comeu, comfier, comics, comig, comign, comii, comiing, comilao, comingright, comiung, comliment,
comliments, commands, commend, commenting, commerce, commercial, commercially, commiiinggg, commis, commissioner, commited,
commitment, commitments, committing, commonly, commonplace, communicate, communications, comon, compagny, compatible, competition,
competitive, compiling, compinsation, complainer, complaing, complainin, complains, complaint, complemarariy, complemenary,
complementery, complementry, complemetery, complemtary, complentary, completes, complding, compliaments, compliance, compliemnts,
compliemitnary, complimented, complimenteray, complimertry, composed, composer, compound, compounds, comprehend, comprend,
comprende, comprends, compri, compromise, compromising, comps, compue, computadora, computoers, comr, comrad, comrade, comster, comt,
concentrate, concerns, conciderate, concious, concise, conclusion, conclusions, condo, condom, conducted, cone, conference, confess, ccnfident,
confirmed, confit, conform, confundo, confuseing, confusi, confusin, confusiong, confusions, congatulations, congo, congratulate, conic, conm,
conme, connaseur, connery, connetion, connie, conning, conniseur, connoisier, conscience, conseious, consequence, consequences, considerable,
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consumers, consuming, contained, contaminated, contamination, content, contenta, conter, continent, continental, contingency, continoue,
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cookers, cookery, cooki, coolail, coolector, cooled, coolness, coome, coomng, cooome, coooolllll, cooosinard, cooper, cooperating,
cooperative, coorse, coosen, coosnard, copacabana, copeter, copious, coplete, copliments, copmpanynice, copping, coppola, corbin, cordial,
cordoroy, corect, cork corkscrew, corncern, corndog, cornered, cornfields, corny, corporate, corporation, corr, corrct, correcctly, corret, cosin,
cosmo, cosmogony, coss, costermer, costo, costuner, cottage, cotte, cotter, cottonpicking, couch, coudent, coughed, coughing, cought, coulda,
couldent, couldn, couldwe, counfuse, counrty, counseling, countertop, counting, countrie, countrybumpkin, countrybumpkinsevenfoureight,
coupled, couples, cource, coures, courese, courser, courtesee, courts, cous, couser, cousre, coustomer, coustumer, cout, cove, coworker,
coworkers, coze, cozy, cpbb, cqke, cqre, cra, cracka, cracked, cracking, crafted, crafting, crai, cram, cramped, cramping, cramps, cranberry,
cranial, cranked, crapped, crappivers, craps, crashing, crasy, crawled, crawlin, crayz, crazed, crazies, crazsy, crazypeople, crazyy, creame, creapy,
creater, creates, creepin, creey, creme, crest, crevettes, crevices, crew, crick, cricket, criing, crilleed, crime, cripple, crisps, crispy, critical,
critically, criticisms, crizz, crob, croix, crossed, crossroads, crouch, crowdad, crowding, crown, crrey, crucified, crumbs, crumpets, crunch,
crustacean, crustesian, crutch, cruton, cryptic, crystalina, crzz, cs, cso, ct, ctarine, ctrl, cual, cuantos, cuase, cube, cubist, cuddlier, cue, cuesta, cui,
cuisanart, cuisart, cuisnart, cully, cult, cultivated, cultures, cumbersome, cummin, cumming, cumon, cumonnnn, cumshots, cunningly, cunty,
cuoca, cuoco, cupa, cupboards, cupcake, cupstacker, curacao, curiousity, currency, curricula, curriculum, curry, curtain, curtains, curteous, curve,
cushty, cussing, custard, custermers, custmaro, custo, custody, custoer, custoi, customary, customerlol, customerrsssssss, ostomise, customr,
custormer, custumor, custumore, cuter, cutes, cutomer, cutre, cwater, cwhat, cxountry, cyaa, cyaaaaaa, cyanide, cylindrical, cylon, cyninga,
cynthia, cyuww, daaa, daaaaaaaaaaaaaamn, daaaaays, daaaaayyyyoooo, daaaayyyoooo, daaang, daaayyyyoooo, daar, daama, dabord, dadadam,
dadmakes, daffodil, daffodills, dahh, dahling, daiquiri, dakilo, dakota, dalad, dallors, dalmation, dalring, damagingour, damd, dame,
damfdsujuvuvkbshgjfksjlkfjghaaajdlkhkjasnzbcmnbzvcmnzbvmcb, damien, dammint, damnable, damners, damnnnn, danc, dancar, dandelions,
danemark, danged, danger, danicng, daniela, danika, danish, dankeschoen, dankhje, dankje, dankjewel, danks, dankuu, danm, dann, dans, dansen,
dansk, dap, daphne, dapper, daquri, darbo, dareye, dargent, daring, darjeeling, darkness, darlen, darren, darwin, daryt, dashers, dasie, dates,
datew, dauernd, daug, daugiau, davaj, davexxx, davina, davvero, dawn, daydream, dayis, daysh, dayu, daz, dazzle, dba, dd, dday, ddcide,
ddddddd, ddddiiiddddnnnttt, ddeecafff, ddi, ddoing, dduuhh, deak, deals, dealt, deart, deary, debeating, debris, dec, decadance, decarating, deci,
decides, decie, deciede, decieded, deciso, declaring, decorate, decorated, decoratih, decorating, decreases, dedication, dedichi, deduct, deducted,
deedee, deeeeelicious, deefer, deepest, deepurplesea, default, defeating, defeats, defense, deffinitly, deffintley, defiantaltly, deficile, defies,
definatley, define, definetely, definetily, definiria definite, definitions, definitivamente, defo, defrosted, deftly, degtineles, dehors, dehydration,
dein, deinking, deiplsy, deirdre, dejouir, dejur, dekuji, delcicius, delectible, delej, delema, deleted, delevare, deli, delic, delicacies, delicate,
delicias, delicicious, delicio, delicioous, delicioso, deliciously, deliciousss, delicioussssss, delicisous, deliciuos, delicoius, delictable, delightfull,
delilcious, delious, delire, delishious, delishous, delishus, delisioso, delisos, delisous, deliver, delivering, dellorkin,dellux, deloris, delt, deltine,
delue, delusion, delux, deluxe, demal, demeanor, demise, democracy, democrat, demolay, demons, demontrate, demure, denare, denis, denise,
denist, denn, dennis, dennys, dental, dentistryyyy, deny, depend, depending, depens, depiction, depositing, depotism, depp, depravity, depressing,
deputy, deranged, derekdaisey, derest, deret, derivaive, derivitives, derp, derriere, derrr, desaid, desc, descecrated, descision, described,
describes, description, deseart, deseat, deseert, deserrrrt, deserted, desertrs, deserves, deserving, desiato, deside, desided, desidera, desighn,
designated, designe, designing, desiray, desired, desirez, deskth, desnt, desolate, desolee, desperate, despise,desrert, desse, desserti, dessertje,
dessery, dessetr, dessets, dessrt, dessrts, destert, destined, destract, destroy, destroying, det, detached, detail, detailed, detecition, detection,
detective, detector, determine, determined, detroit, detto, deucth, deupty, deutsche, deux, devasted, develope, devi, devilimi, devo, dezert, dfdsa,
dfg, dfs, dfw, dgf, dgjf, dgoin, dh, dhe, dhrtgs, dht, dhtat, diamond, diamondbacks, diamonds, diane, diaper, diarrer, diasies, dica, diches, dici,
dicjs, dickbeard, dickhead, dickheads, dickheed, dickinson, dicksucker, dictate, diddly, diddy, dided, diden, didi, didint, didntunderstand,
didntyou, didny, didyou, didyoy, didziausias, diediedie, dietro, dif, diffculty, diffe, differ, differeent, differen, differences, difficultie, difficulty,
diffivcult, diffucult, difirence, digestive, digger, diggin, digging, digitally, dihydrogen, diidnt, dike, diky, dildo, dill, dillars, dille, dillema,
dillydally, dillys, dim, dimmer, dimwit, din, dina, dindt, dined, dineer, dinener, dinenr, diners, dines, dingaling, dinher, dinna, dinne, dinnerware,
dinnner, dinosaurs, dio, diooo, dioooo, dioooooo, diplomatic, dipper, dipping, dipset, dipshit, dir, directement, directions, director, direkt,
dirnking, dirrrrty, dirrty, disabled, disagrees, disapered, disappea, disappered, disapproval, disapproves, disassociative, disasterous, disbanded,
disconected, disconnect, discounted, discovery, discreetly, discrete, dscussed, discusting, diseased, diseases, diserves, disgraced, disgust,
disgusts, disher, dishy, disicion, disigner, disiple, disk, dismissed, disney, disneyland, disorganized, dispenser, displazed, displease, displeased,
disposal, dispose, disquisting, disrespect, disrespectin, disrupt, diss, dissagree, dissapeared, dissapointed, dissappointed, dissatisfied, dissed,
dissert, dissssssgusting, disszzy, distancedinner, distant, distilled, distract, distracting, distraction, distribute, distroyed, distubing, disturb,
disturbed, ditzy, diverso, divertido, divided, diving, divorce, dizendo, dizer, dizionario, dizzle, dj, dknorthkorea, dlae, dlike, dmanit, dmore, dmv,
dmwahahahahah, dn, dne, dnesni, dnot, doar, dobre, dobreeeeee, doc, doch, docters, document, documentary, documents, dodge, dodgers,
dododododo, doent, doesent, doest, doet, doeuvres, dofus, doggies, doggystyle, dogshit, doign, doiin, doiing, doings, doinh, doint, doit, doiung,
dojete, doka, dokaly, dokedy, dokiey, dokkee, dokken, dolacov, dolarov, dolarz, dollard, dollari, dollas, dollers, dollari, dolores, dom, domain,
domdadom, dome, dominicangemini, donals, donated, donc, doncha, dondt, donesol, donn, donnt, dono, donot, donr, dontcha, dontgive,
dontknow, dontn, donts, donttouch, donttry, dontwanna, donty, dood, doody, doofus, doolars, doom, dooo, doooo, dooooomed, doorbdcken, doot,
doozo, doozy, dop, dopey, dora, dorien, doris, dorry, dos, dost, dostanu, dostat, dots, doublecheck, doubled, doubleuteeeff, doubly, doubtful,
doubts, doughnuts, dougs, dovere, dovrei, dowm, downed, downig, downloads, downn, downnnn, downstairs, downtown, downunder, dpo,
dpois, dqnitm, dracula, drafts, drafty, dragged, dragon, dragqueen, drags, drained, dramaaaa, dran, drankz, drapes, drat, drawers, dray, dre,
dreadful, dreamed, dreaming, dreamster, dreamy, dreg, drenk, dresseing, dresser, dressers, dresses, dressign, dressrt, dribe, dribk, drie, dried,
drift, drifte, driiiiiink, drimk, drinck, drind, drinkers, drinkgin, drinkie, drinkin, drinkings, drinl, drinlk, drinx, drip, drips, drirnk, driunk, driv,
drivebys, driven, drivers, drivethru, drnk, droid, droits, dronk, dronken, dropdown, dropkick, drrunkkk, drudgery, druggy, druhe, druk, drukn,
drun, drunkard, drunkenness, drunkkkk, drunkkkkk, drunkship, drunkz, drunmkmcaklermal, drunnkkk, dsalad, dsfg, dsg, dsl, dsssss, dt, dthx,
duckbeard, duct, duddt, dudes, dudre, dududum, duff, duhh, duhhhhhh, duhj, duing, dullest, dumbkopf, dumby, dumdidumm, dummies, dumping,
dumpster, dumster, dundundun, dunnn, dunoe, dunt, dupont, dur, duran, dure, durrty, durty, dusk, dusnt, dusst, dutc, duthch, duties, duur, duurt,duuuuur, duvod, dvd, dvours, dvr, dwarf, dwednesday, dweeb, dwel, dwelling, dwest, dww, dx, dxa, dyas, dye, dyed, dyou, dysetary, dyslexic,
dzrt, eaaaagrrrrhhhhh, eaat, eachoth, eady, eagerly, eally, eampty, eariler, earler, earnestly, earnings, earrt, earthling, earthlings, eas, easat, easiet,
eastenders, easting, easyer, eate, eateis, eatingg, eatings, eatlets, eatsings, eatting, eattt, eattuing, eave, eawt, eay, eb, ebbeeer, ebbr, ebee,
ebeerrressssb, eber, eberythink, ebough, ebr, ebtree, ebtter, ebut, ec, ecae, ecak, ecake, eccellent, eccoti eccuse, echoes, echte, ecosystem, ecstasy,
ecumenical, ecver, ediable, edinburgh, edition, editor, edoing, edredred, eduardo, eeasily, eeee, eeeee, eeeeeat, eeeeeeaaaaat, eeeet, eeeexcellent,
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efficiently, effin, efforts, efilet, eg, eg, eget, eggcellent, eggos, eggroll, eggroww, egh, eglantines, eglish, ego, egyptian, ehave, ehe, ehdiehe,
ehehehhe, ehhmm, ehhr, ehite, ehlp, ehn, ehr, ehuheue, ehyt, eie, eigenlijc, eigentlich, eighties, eighty, eii, eikes, eill, eins, eipei, eipeiep, eipep,
eipweipeipewriawte, eis, eisai, eist, eit, eith, eithe, ejection, ejh, ejhye, ejsy, eklll, ela, elanen, elaphant, elaven, elbow, elderberies, election,
electrician, electrolyte, electronic, elememtary, eleviating, elise, elites, elizabetia, ellen, ellington, elloo, dmo, elo, eloisa, eloquently, ebse, elp,
elrob, elsa, elsee, elsefor, elser, elsew, elsewhere, elsr, elsse, elusive, emailed, emanating, emanuel, ematter, embarased, embarass, embarrassing,
embrassing, emial, emike, emiliano, emilianos, emilz, emmo, emotion, emotions, empathize, empety, employ, employs, emplyee, emprium,
empties, emputy, ems, emtye, enchanted, encheuligung, encountered, encourage, encouraged, encouraging, encyclopedia, endless, endorphins,
endorsement, endued, enesign, eneything, eng, engeenear, engels, engineered, engineers, enginering, engleesh, engles, engloish, englsh, engly,
enhance, enhancement, enhoy, enhoying, ening, enj, enjjoy, enjoed, enjoi, enjoyes, enjoyl, enjoysitting, enjoyyour, enjoyz, enlightened,
enlightenment, enligsh, enloyed, ennjoy, enogh, enojy, enrosco, ent,entangled, entanglement, entao, entendo, enterprenurial, enterprise,
enterprises, enthing, enthusiastic, entice, enticing, entirelyy, entonces, entrance, entrepreneur, enum, envious, envy, enythink, eoeoeoeo, eone,
eopie, ep, epeeing, epeie, eiei, epieie, epiep, epiepie, epileptic, epipei, epipen, episo, episodes, eplease, epoieiee, epoieoooe, equality, equates,
equipped, equivalent, equivalnet, era, erady, eradyt, erage, erase, erb, erbij, erection, ered, erenity, erg, ergens, erhem, erhm, erinnnn, erk,
ermmmm, ernest, errmmm, erroe, errors, errrr, errrrdunno, errrrm, errrrrr, erthe, eruit, erupt, escap, escapade, escaping, escoffier, escoffiers,
escorrt, escorted, escuse, esdfsadfdsf, esles, esmes, esoteric, espacially, espaghetty, esparia, espeacially, espeically, espere, ess, essay, essence,
essentially, essertwould, established, establishme, esteak, esteemed, esti, estou, estudo, etait, ete, etea, eth, ethe, ethier, ething, ethiopia, ethniticy,
etip, etudes, eua, eugenios, euj, eunich, eup, europeans, euu, euy, euyep, euyrt, eva, evah, evaluate, evaporated, evaporating, evasion, eveery,
eveil, evenign, eveniong, evens, eventjes, eveming, everpresent, uerybodys, everydays, everyhitng, everyhting, everying, everyoplate, everysing,
everythiing, everythinbg, everythung, everyti, everytin, everyting, everyuwhere, everywher, everyything, everzthing, evette, eveday, eveything,
evidenced, evident, evidently, evleven, evr, evryones, ewa, ewith, ewwe, ewwwwww, exaccctyly, exacly, exactally, exactlz, exaggerating,
examples, exceed, excellen, excellence, excellente, excellently, excellet, excellt, excepted, exceptri, excercises, excetion, exdiequer, excidently,
exciiting, exclent, excllent, exclude, excoos, excsue, excsues, excue, excise, excuisit, excuseer, excuseme, excuser, excusme, excuuse,
excuuusee, excuze, exectly, execute, exei, execise, exercising, exercize, eercsing, exeter, exhange, exhusted,exicting, existed, existence,
existent, existertial, existenze, exiting, exiyt, exl, exmissus, exorbitant, exorciced, expansion, expe, expectation, expecte, expenisive, expense,
expenses, expensivest, expentinal, experiance, experiement, experiences, experiencing, experiments, experince, expieriec, expired, expirement,
explanation, explantion, expletives, explian, explicit, explodes, explodirnlo, exploit, exploited, exploiing, expo, exponential, exposed, exposing,
express, expressions, exsactly, exsplain, exsuse,extastential, extension, extensive, exterminators, extinguish, extort, extrad, extracurricular,
extracurriculars, extravagant, extravagantly, extravigantly, extrent, extremley, eyebrowless, eyeing, eyyyy, eyyyyy, eyyyyyyyy,
eyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy, faa, faaaaag, faal, faanxc, fable, fabric, fabrizio, facade, facciamo, facciano, faccio, faced, faceless, facelift, facile, factors,
fad, faggerd, faggy, fagit, fagmo, fa, fails, faints, fainy, fairtrade, fais, faisiez, fajcis, faking, falando, falet, failed, falo, falow, false, falsified, falt,
famed, famiashed, familys, fammiliar, fanatic, fance, fancey, fandango, fandiddlyastic, fands, fane, fanks, fanny, fanstastic, fanta, fantabidousy,
fantabydousy, fantasticc, fantastika, fantasy, fantsatic, fantstic, fanxx, faptastic, fareham, farewells, farewelss, farming, farrtt, fartknocker,
fashion, fatback, fater, fathom, fatigue, fatt, fattening, fatto, fattt, faty, faulty, faux, faveourite, favoprite, favorable, favore, favority, favourites,
favours, favourtie, favriote, fawetaer, fay, faz, fazer, fbi, fdikjgg, fdsgf, fean, fearsome, feat, feaher, feathers, feature, feb, february, feeed, feeeel,
feelen, feeler, fees, feets, feiend, feldmanseinoliver, feliot, fellas, fdlit, felony, femaile, feminine, fencing, fend, fender, fengshi, feom, feral,
fermenta, fermentation, fern, fernando, ferry, fervor, fery, fest, fetal, fetching, fetish, fetishes, fever, fews, ff, fffin, ffine, ffs, ffxi, fg,
fghjklbitchhjkl, fgoing, fgrdjh, fgriend, fh, fiancee, fiantly, fibne, fibre, fibrous, fico, fiction, fictional, fiddlesticks, fiddly, fidgety, fid1, fie,
fierce, figh, fighters, fights, figlot, figre, fih, fiiiineee, flilit, fika, fil, filegt, filetand, filetes, filetmigon, filetmingon, filett, filey, filho, filiot, filket,
filley, fillipe, filllet, fillot, fillu, film, flot, filrt, filter, filtered, filthest, filue, filuge, fimnished, fin, finale, fmalmente, finaly, finances, financials,
financiers, fmdest, finer, finesse, fineto, fings, fingurs, finis, finisd, finisged, finishe, finishes, fmishhedd, finisht, finna, finnally, finnish,
finnshed, finr, finshing, finsihed, finy, fionished, fiori, fir, firefighter, firefox, fires, firewcrks, firsherman, fiscal, fishf, fishsticks, fistion, fists,
fitte, fitting, fitty, fiufjikvujfvjfejdv, fiurst, fiut, fiveee, fixin, fixings, fiyah, flydtd, fjglk, fjlkh, fla, flabbergasted, flag, flagstaff, flaky, flamable,
flamand, flambe, flame, flaming, flamingschoolbus, flandre, flare, flashbacks, flask, flass, flatmate, flattened, flatter, flatulent, flaunting, flaver,
flavors, flavoured, flavours, flawed, flaws, flay, fledge, flees, flegh, fleur, flex, flexible, flick, flidcering, flie, fling, flinke, flipped, flipside,
flireda, flirtation, flirty, fliton, filet, floated, floo, floooor, floozy, flops, flora, flordia, flore, flores, flos, flouers, flourescent, flours, flowera,
flowereating, flowerpot, flowersss, flowersw, flowerws, floyds, flozers, flsattery, fluente, fluffy, fluid, flush, flux, fiwers, flys, fin,
fmfnghmfmmljhgflnlgllgfmflbgmphgflnhfgmhdfmhdfinl, fnarr, fnd, fnish, foam, fobia, foc, focuses, fod, fode, foggy, fogot, foi, foid, foie,
foiled, foils, foind, fois, fokkers, fold, folllow, follo, folloe, folloow, follor, followe, followin, follows, folloz, follwing, follwo, folowing,
folowme, fom, fome, fomous, fomr, fondled, fordling, fone, font, foodand, foodd, fooddd, fooden, foodo, foodstuffs, foodz, foof, fookil, fooking,
foolow, foooddd, foool, foooood, foooooooooddddddd, fooot, foor, foos, footsteps, forbid, forbidden, forbidding, forces, ford, forecasting,
forehead, foreign, foreigner, forf, forgr, forgets, forgetting, forgor, fori, foriegn, forigive, forizz, formal, formalities, formed, former, formy,
forogt, forom, forppl, forprotection, forsaken, fort, forth, forthright, fortunately, forwad, forzen, foshizzle, foster, fotget, fotgot, fottii, founded,
founding, fout, fowless, fowllow, foxxy, foxy, foyu, fps, fqcher, fraaaank, frage, framboesa, fran, franc, franciacorta, francine, francis, francois,
francoise, francs, frankie, fratinizing, fratranizing, frau, fraudster, freaked, freakkkorama, freaks, freakshow, freaky, freally, frech, freebiiiiiird,
freedoms, freee, freeeeeee, freeesh, freeloader, freeman, freemans, freerange, freetime, freeware, freezes, freezin, frehbourgh, freiburg, freinf,
fremedon, frenc, frencais, frenche, frenches, frenchs, frenchy, frendh, frends, frensh, frequently, fresca, freshbaked, freshcaught, freshman,
freshmen, freshness, freshwater, fresno, fretless, fiewsh, frewt, frexinet, frick, fricken, fricking, friction, fricton, friedn, frien, frienship, friggen,
frigging, frightened, frightening, friiidge, friken, frikkin, frilled, frineds, frio, friots, frisco, frisee, frish, frist, fritas, frite, frittas, fritz, fromage,
frome, fromit, fromn, fromunge, frontpage, froom, fror, frosin, frot, frotn, frown, frowned, frowns, frrench, frui, fruist, fruitage, fruitbasket,
fruitcake, fruite, frustrates, frut, ftopic, ftritas, ftw, fuciking, fucing, fucka, fuckbag, fucke, fuckhead, fuckign, fuckinh, fuckoff, fucktown,
fuckwit, fud, fudgenstein, fuel, fuer, fugatives, fuge, fugg, fuggs, fughedabotit, fuh, fuhnny, fuint, fujn, fukc, fukin, fukkstein, fukksteins,
fulfilled, fulli, funck, functions, fungi, funn, funnily, funnny, funnt, funnz, funziona, fuori, furious, furit, furnature, furry, furthering, fusking,
fussy, futurama, fuuccck, fwat, fwm, fx, fyn, fysiks, fzendu, fzer, gaap, gab, gabby, gabriel, gagging, gahhh, gaia, gained, gainign, gala, galaxy,
galileo, galima, galiu,galleria, gallery, galley, gallo, gallons, galore, gals, galva, gama, gamay, gambeling, ganbler, gamespace, gamiso, gamon,
gan, gane, gangsta, gangstah, ganster, ganzo, gao, gap, gaps, garage, garbaaaje, garbageman, garbago, garbles, gaconete, garconte, garde,
gardena, gardenia, gardenias, gartuity, gass, gast, gastronomic, gastronomical, gat, gates, gateux, gathered, gatorade, gatta, gavi, gaw, gawd,
gawjus, gawr, gawsh, gawww, gayload, gaz, gaze, gazzillion, gb, gbf, gblass, gcan, gdgd, geardagum, gebouw, gebruiken, gecontroleerd, ged,
geddoutaherre, gedouguteert, geee, geez, geeks, geem, geer, geet, geeze, geezer, gefrunon, gegessen, gegrilde, ghad, gehen, gehn, geht, gehts,
geil, gek, geklaut, gelatina, gelato, gelooft, gelous, geluid, gemaakt, genatalia, genau, genders, generating, generation, generations, generosity,
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geology, geometry, georgana, georges, georgina, georginas, gerald, geraldos, geraldton, geraniums, gere, gerecht, gerente, gergoe, gerhard,
geriau, gerk, germans, germophobe, germophobr, geme, gesprochen,gestern, gesture, gesundheit, getaway, gether, getr, getsome, getsready,
gettos, getup, getwhats, geuss, gevonden, gew, geworden, gez, gfffff, gfreat, gfu, ggggg, ghck, ghello, ghey, ghi, ghood, ghrtws, ghte, gia,
giavvani, gibber, gibbered, gibe, giddy, giev, giganti, giggidy, giid, giiift, giiirlyyy, giimme, giive, giltwork, gime, gimidc, gimmee, gimmeh,
gimmick, gimpsuit, ging, gingerity, gingerly, gino, ginormous, gioco, giood, giovanni, girata, girfriend, girft, girldfriend, girlfreind, girlfried,
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gottahask, gotteen, gottl, gotz, gourd, govern, governa, goving, govndi, goy, gozaimasu, gozillionth, gpa, gpo, grabastic, grabbing, grabby,
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handsmoe, handsom, handsomely, handz, hanger, hankthedrunk, hanson, hanwaiyt, hapan, hapen, hapenned, happier, happiness, happpppay,
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havce, haveee, haveglass, havesex, haresome, havet, havethe, haveto, havew, havi, havig, havin, havine, haviong, havok, hawaiian, haww,
hawwtt, hawwwwbig, hayyaa, hayyy, hayyyy, hayyyyyy, hazleton, hbamsdjiy, hbave, heaabees, headachesnow, headcold, headlight, headlights,
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heavenly, heay, heber, hebt, hecka, hectore, hects, heeby, heeee, heeeeeeeeey, heeeeelllllllloooooooo, heeeehee, heeeeooooooo, heeeheee, heeey,
heeh, heehee, heeheelre, heeheheeheh, heej, heellloooo, heello, heelo, heeo, heerlijk, heers, hef, heffezeissen, hefty, heheeh, heheheeh,
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hiiiii, hiiiiiiiii, hiiyaaa, hij, hijacking, hilarioes, hillarious, hills, hillsboro, hilo, himmmm, hindsight, hine, hiodentify, hipnotize, hippest, hippo,
hireing, hiro, hispanic, hite, hitewine, hiu, hiuse, hiv, hives, hiyaaaa, hiyas, hiyo, hjappy, hjard, hjey, hjungry, hkl, hlavy, hlllo, hlp, hlpe, hmf,
hmmat, hmmmhhhh, hmmmmlooks, hmmpff, hmnggggg, hn, hned, hney, hnkyou, hobag, hobos, hockey, hocus, hodim, hoef, hoeft, hoeny,
hoeveel, hoezo, hog, hogwarts, hol, holaday, holder, holds, holdyour, holes, holiest,hollands, holle, holocaust, hologram, homams, homecoming,
homely, homes, homeschool, homeslte, homless, homogenised, honemoon, honeslty, honesty, honeybe, honeybuns, honger, honner, honney,
honny, honolulu, honors, honoured, hood, hoods, hoofd, hookah, hookers, hookup, hooome, hoope, hoorrrnrmnnnnn, hoort, hoos, hoot, hooter,
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howhats, howling, howm, howz, howza, hp, hpe, hpv, hpw, hqving, hrajou, hral, hrat, hrd, hrmmm, hrmmph, hrough, hrrm, hru, hrumph,
hsauhdsu, hsudhsuds, htank, htar, htgrf, htne, htrg, hubby, hubot, huff, hugge, hugh, hugi, hugocurado, huhm, huhuhuhuhu, huih, huis, hulaing,
humanely, humanilism, humanoid, humber, humble, humbug, humerous, humf, humhum, humper, humphrey, hums, hunagry, hunch, huney,
hungey, hungover, lingr, hungru, hungrz, hunni, hunnybuns, hunted, hup, huriy, hurricanes, hurrricane, hurryback, hurst, hury, husahsuahsa,
huse, hush, hust, hut, huu, huugger, huumm, huury, huuum, huuuuuuuuurrrrrrryyyyyyy, huv, huzzah, hva, hvat, hviteqwine, hvitewine, hwaet,
hwehe, hwey, hwich, hwitewhine, hwy, hya, hyacinthus, hyacus, hydrant, hyey, hygenic, hygiene, hygienic, hyou, hype, hypohetical,
hypothetically, hysterics, hyt, iamoo, iamooo, iamoooooooooo, iand, iask, ib, iba, ibll, ibm, ibn, ibu, icedtea, icetea, ichi, ichu, icic, ick, icoming,
icscuse, idag, idaho, ide, ideal, idee, idem, ides, idid, idioms, idioot, idiottttt, idito, idle, idn, ido, idshes, idt, idunno, ieat, ieee, iei, ieip, iel,
iephelp, iepi, iepiep, ier, ies, iesha, iether, ietro, ife, ifee, iffens, ifn, ify, ightup, ignon, ignorme, igonna, igor, igot, igsitent, ihae, ihey, ihi, ihn,
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kazi, kbye, kc, kcake, kct, kde, kdo, kdyz, ke, kee, keer, kegals, kegger, kehia, keinen, keister, keith, kej, kekeke, kekekeke, kella, keller, kelky,
kellys, ken, kenners, kenny, kent, kentus, kep, keri, kerritwomey, keshia, keuken, keuze, kevin, kevita, kewleo, kewlest, keybord, keyer, keyers,
keyfood, keystokes, kezboard,kezboards, kezbord, kfklklkkklkllfkllakldfkl, kgfj, kgirl, ki, kichen, kickas, kickin, kicking, kidder, kiddies,
kidnap, kiek, kiera, kies, kiesha, kiest, kig, kijken, kik, killah, killin, kim, kindest, kindi, kindlly, kinf, kingdon, kinkiest, kipz, kirk, kirtinsa, kis,
kish, kisser, kissimme, kisssssss, kissssssssssss, kitc, kitch, kitche, kitchend, kithcen, kitty, kity, kjbitchpoeiuf, kjlkj, kkkkkkkkkkkk, kkty, klamm,
klansman, klanten, klar, kleenex, klepto, kkl, klled, klsduhfiuewgfi, knacerk, knackered, kneel, knit, knkow, knobhead, knocke, knockoff,
knockout, knoledge, knoow, knowin,knowledgable, knowledgably, knowledgeable, knowledged, knowour, knoww, knoz, kocchide, koennte,
koind, kokm, kokot, kolac, kolacek, kolacik, komen, kon, kong, konnichiha, konnichiwa, kontakt, koob, koool, koooool, kop, kopnem, korbania,
korsha, kory, kos, kotaku, kour, kraba, krap, kreme, krieg, kriegen, krijgen, krispy, kristina, krystal, kt, kthx, kthxbye, ku, kua, kuchar, kuchare,
kucharovi, kuchen, kudasai, kudkanker, kudos, kunde, kungfu, kunt, kur, kurt, kut, kutha, kuuut, kuz, kvetina, kwam, kya, kyar, kyara, kyt, laaaa,
laad, laallaaallaaaa, lab, labatt, labotomy, labour, labrador, labrotory, labs, laced, laces, lacht, lackey, lacking, lacqua, ladddyyy, laden, ladey,
ladie, ladila, ladro, ladyboy, ladyman, ladyyy, ladz, lae, laffy, lafite, lagged, laggt, laggz, laguhig, lagune, laidback, laiken, lair, lait, lal,
lalalaaaa, lalalalalalaaa, lalalalallalalala, lalw, lama, lamborghini, lamo, lampante, lampo, lamps, lampshade, lancashire, landfill, landings, lands,
landscape, lane, lang, langoliers, langosse, languge, larka, laptopo, lara, laragosta, larddddd, largely, largent, larizona, laroche, lartiste, lasagna,
lasagne, lasanua, lase, lash, lasted, lastest, lastly, latah, latar, lates, latey, lakor, latr, latron, lats, latt, latvia, laucnh, laughlin, laughter, laughts,
laugs, launfry, lavandino, lavarmi, lave, lavevo, lavo, lavora, lavoro, lavd, lawer, lawn, lawnmower, lawns, lawrence, layabout, layed, lays,
laziness, lazzy, lb, lbs, lbstr, ldodbdsutoenr, leader, leaders, leading, league, leai, leanr, leans, leaonardo, leap, learner, learnt, leather,
leaveeeeeeeeeeeee, leaveing, leavethe, leavi, leavingnow, leasy, led, leeds, leeeaave, leeftijd, leeks, lees, leeve, leevin, lef, leftin, legally, legit,
leibling, leki, lekkere, lembra, lembro, lemmie, lendhirg, lengths, lenny, leonardo, leornardo, lep, lepel, lesbos, lese, lessee, lesser, lessons,
lestatvalo, lests, letss, lettering, letticer, letus, letyte, leuk, leuki, leupoloron, levf, leving, levitate, levving, bwis, lewls, ley, lezzer,
lgeipogjpeoahiuwhfoihwofjouwjtpohqeoagjoeirktpoerjp, lhabitude, lhappen, lheure, liable, liars, liberty, licence, licker, lidi, liebe, lief, liege,
lieu, lieve, liflike, liffe, lifted, ligaments, liie, liike, hiked, liiks, lijkt, lijst, likable, likeded, likeing, likenectarine, likesir, likesomething,
liketarian, likethis, liketo, likey, likeyou, likie, likke, likkkken, liks, likt, likxe, lilazngirl, liliana, lilke, lillies, lilvi, limbs limecat, limey, limi,
limitations, limiting, limo, limonate, lindo, linds, lindsey, linear, lined, lineem, ling, linger, lingered, linguistics, linkinpark, links, lins, lint,
lipgloss, lipsconb, lipton, liqour, liqoured, liquir, lisbonne, lisen, listeneing, lister, listing, litehawk, literal, literate, literature, litsten, litt, littel,
littl, litttle, litttlle, liv, livee, livdihood, lively, livers, liyttle, lizard, lizards, lkkr, llamas, Ilike, Ilok, lol, lbliolo, llooool, Ily, Imaf, lmaoooo,
lmaoooooooo, Imay, Inanguages, loader, loaf, loaners, loans, lobb, lobbser, lobbsiez, lobbying, lobcheesecake, lohiter, lobe, lober, loberd, lobert,
lobertsser, lobesters, lobsdter, lobse, lobssters, lobsti, lobstaer, lobsteer, lobstei, lobsterl, lobsterplease, lobsterrrsss, lobsterss, lobstert,
lobsterthermador, lobsterthermata, lobstor, lobstre, lobstser, lobt loca, locale, locan, locker, locomotive, lodgenet, loek, loft, logo, loin, lois,
loitering, lokaaa, loking, lolaol, lolipop, lollies, lolipop, 101111, 1011111, lollol, lolloloolplololololololololoo, lollovve, lolly, lollypop, lolno, lobk,
lololl, loolo, lolololololololol, lolololoololololoollolol, lolomgwtfbbq, los, lolzzz, lolzzzz, Ion, lond, loner, lonesome, longdrirks, longggg,
longtemp, lonster, loobie, looh, looko looke, looken, looker, lookie, lookign, lookink, lookt, loollolo, loololololol, loom, loomk, loompa, looney,
loons, loony, looong, looook, loooool, looooooking, loooooooooot, loooooooser, loooovvved, looove, loopholes, loopt, loopy, loos, loser, loot,
loozer, lopez, lopl, lopster, lords, lorfmaolo, lorie, crrainetriggs, losbster, loserpant, losta, losterb, losters, lostt, bte, lotion, louisiana, lounge,
lout, louviere, lowley, lovelyt, lovers, lovesome, loveu, lovey, lovin, lovve, lowkey, loyalty, lozer, lp, hpleasurem, Ir, ad, Ise, Isober, Isoppy, 1st,
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yourjob, yourl, youdl, yourmeal, yourphone, yourr, yourselves, yourslef, yourslf, yourtself, youslf, yousoon, yousth, yout, youtr, youtrying,
youur, youuuu, youuve, youv, youyes, youz, yow, yoyo, yoyooyoyoyooyoyoyooy, yoyoyo, yoyoyoyo, yozgyfpiejhak, yrah, yre, yrself, yse, ysee,
yses, ysounds, yt, ytdh, yte, ythanks, ythanx, ythe, ything, ythose, ytou, ytr, ytre,ytyou, yuengling, yugfdrytrgurh, yugopslavia, yull, yuma,
yumaro, yumi, yumme, yummers, yummmmmmm, yummu, yummyh, yummyz, yumo, yumy, yung, yuns, yuopu, yuore, yuour, yups, yurself,
yvery, ywater, ywould, yyeaaargghhh, yyoull, yyour, yyum, yyuup, yyy, yyyeesss, yzes, zaak, zabiram, zac, zach, zadne, zadok, zahraju,
zajebem, zakazni, zakaznika, zalm, zambia, zant, zaplaceny, zaratal, zat, zdrham, zdrhnul, zdrhol, zdrowie, zead, zee, zeland, zeggen, zeke,
zeker, zelda, zenska, zer, zerg, zergling, zest, zesty, zicht, zie, zien, zij, zillionth, zimbaweian, zin, zinc, zing, zinking, zip, zippers, zippy, zips,
zis, zjem, znamena, znas, zober, zoek, zoltan, zomblebees, zon, zonder, zoo, zooom, zooom, zorarastrian, zould, zours, zourself, zouuu, zowat,
zozerem, zqit, zqter, zs, zu, zucchini, zullen, zune, zuppa, zuppes, zuvaj, zvietnam, zwaar, zweed, zxxoooooooooooooo, zzz, zzzz, zzzzz, zzzzzz,
zzzzzzzz, zzzzzZzzZZ, zzzzZZZZZZZZZZzzZZZZ
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